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Abstract

Practical courses are most important parts of studies in Chemistry. A laboratory course in Chemical Reaction Engineering and Unit Operations typically consists of several hands-on experiments. We present an online laboratory course for web-based distance learning. This online course consists of a web-based implementation of manuals for each experiment including animations and simulations as well as of remotely controlled experiments. An essential objective of the project was the set-up of interfaces for observing and controlling laboratory experiments via the Internet using a standard web-browser only.

A Java-based client/server method for such a remote control of laboratory experiments will be described. In addition, the structure of the web-based material will be explained and the first experience with this kind of web-based material and with distributed remotely controlled experiments will be reported.

1 Introduction

One of the most important elements of studies in natural sciences are practical laboratory courses. During the last years, numerous efforts were made to integrate real experiments into online material.

There are two possibilities to include experiments into web-based material. The first is the web-based simulation of an experiment. The second is to implement remote access into real laboratory equipment and real experiments [1]. A simulation is always based on a mathematical model and does not exactly reflect the “real” world. Therefore, remote access to real experiments is an interesting way to include experiments into online material.

There are several interesting applications for such remotely controlled experiments. One example is the heat transfer experiment [2] at the iLab project [3] of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Boston, USA). Another example is the non ideal reactor experiment [4] which is located at the University of Cambridge, Department of Chemical Engineering (Cambridge, UK). Some further applications of remotely controlled experiments in chemical engineering were discussed during the web lab workshop in Cambridge, UK, in 2005 [5]. During the last years many new remote labs have been established, especially in engineering, robotics and physics [6,7].

The e-Learning group of our institute [8] has developed remotely controlled experiments since 2001 [9] as part of the completed German project „Vernetztes Studium Chemie“. We have developed web-based distance learning material for a practical laboratory course. This practical course consists of several learning units for experiments in chemical reaction engineering and unit operations. The primary user group are bachelor students of chemistry.

The users have access to more than one hundred learning units (LU) through the CHEMGAPEDIA portal [10], which is hosted by FIZ Chemie GmbH. These LUs can be used for lectures, seminars and
practical courses or for additional individual education. Using the practical course LUs, the students obtain information about an experiment before performing it. In addition, the students can carry out different experiments as interactive simulations and as on- and offline real experiments. Our practical course LUs offer explanations on theoretical concepts and can be used to assist in the evaluation of measured experimental data.

2 A practical course LU

The practical course LU was designed similarly to the real laboratory course. This leads to a structure of the LU as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Structure of a practical course LU.](image)

For each experiment an Introduction is available which describes the theoretical background of the experiment. This section is followed by Experiment objectives and a description of the hardware used for the experiment (Equipment). Interactive pictures are integrated to help understanding the hardware of an experiment. In the Procedure section, the students learn how to use the control software for controlling the experiment online.

Students apply different learning strategies. Some students might prefer interactive simulations of experiments, others prefer offline experiments or require carrying out the real experiment. Our LUs offer all these different approaches for conducting an experiment.

In the section Online experiment a student who completed all previous sections is enabled to carry out the real experiment. The section Offline experiment offers the possibility to carry out an offline experiment. Based on recorded experimental data (data, video, audio), we created a web-based multimedia animation. This animation is embedded into the Offline experiment section and is delivered by a streaming server.

An interactive simulation (Simulation) provides the third possibility to carry out an experiment. Valuable help for evaluation of the obtained data can be found in the section Evaluation/Discussion.

A section Self-controlling completes the LU. The students can carry out different tests to evaluate their knowledge.

3 The design of a remote experiment

From a student’s perspective, all that is required to perform a remotely controlled experiment should be a standard Web browser that supports Java. Thus, the students are able to observe and control a remote experiment from different locations at any time.

Access to remote experiments is based on a client/server architecture for data acquisition and control written in Java as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Client/server architecture.](image)

The name of our data acquisition and control server is MIFFY-server. User data, e.g., user ID and password, reservations and data of experiments, e.g., broadcast interval, IP addresses, number of hardware units, are stored within the MIFFY-database.

One MIFFY-server can control one online experiment. Each experiment consists of one or more hardware units such as units for digital I/O, analog I/O or serial I/O. For the data acquisition a TCP/IP-based hardware, called EDAS (Intelligent Instrumentation Inc. [11]), is used.

It is possible to follow the “live” experiment using real-time video and audio in addition to the data acquisition and controlling. However, the data acquisition and controlling are more important than the live stream, because the students have to evaluate the data, not the video.

From a developer’s perspective, applet clients for new remote experiments are easily assembled using...
our library of Java Bean components (VJBL: VIPRATECH Java Bean Library): the developer creates the observation and control GUI (Graphical User Interface) using drag and drop functions. There are several virtual devices in the VJBL like digital meter, analog meter, chart recorder, buttons, digital I/O, analog I/O, etc. All libraries and the Java server will be published as open source.

The MIFFY-server is easy to configure by using a Java application.

4 Performing an online experiment

Before carrying out an experiment, the students receive a user ID and password for the chosen experiment. Based on this identification, the user can reserve a time for the planned experiment. Data for this scheme are stored into the MIFFY-database. A simple user management and scheduling software is implemented by using Java servlets.

The person who plans an experiment has to log into the MIFFY-server by using a web page. The user ID and password will be checked (Figure 3) after logging into the server.

If everything is correct and a time reservation for the experiment has been made, the students are given access to the experiment by the system. A Java applet for controlling and data acquisition is loaded into a web page. Figure 4 shows a typical web page for the remote control of an experiment.

The users can change parameters of the experiment, start and stop the experiment, print out graphs, send the acquisition data via e-mail and activate real-time observation of the experiment. For the real-time observation, the students can choose the resolution of the web-cam. The resolution depends on the web-cam which is installed - generally, three different resolutions (192x144, 240x180, 320x240) are implemented.

Typically, the experiment is finished by closing the web page. In this case, the MIFFY-server terminates the experiment.

While one student controls an experiment, up to 20 other students can observe this same experiment.

5 First Experience

Based on these concepts of remote control, seven experiments located at two different universities (Leipzig and Oldenburg) have been developed since 2001:

- Heat transfer;
- Residence time distribution;
- Temperature control;
- Hydrolysis;
- Dehydration;
- Adsorption;
- Remote control demonstration (Energy house).

At the University of Leipzig, a new experiment (Residence time distribution in a real reactor system) will be completed within the next few months. Four chemical institutes from different universities worked together to create another new experiment (Micro reactor system). The latter will be built up at the University of Oldenburg within the next six months.

Our experiments are included into the usual laboratory course (Laboratory Course in Chemical Reaction Engineering and Unit Operations) as well as into lectures at both Universities of Leipzig and Oldenburg. Experiments are also included into a practical
course for further education. Access to the experiments was tested from different locations in Germany, Great Britain, USA, Korea, South Africa and New Zealand and under different conditions (high speed internet access, internet café’s, WLAN). From every location and under all selected conditions, access to the experiments was shown to be successful.

The user has numerous advantages including:

- access to experiments from any location at any time;
- access to experiments from within an experiment learning unit;
- possibility to compare the real experiment with the simulations;
- possibility to carry out and repeat an experiment without being observed by a supervisor or assistant;
- possibility of self-control.

From the institutions’ point of view there are additional advantages:

- developing and sharing of high-value lab resources between several institutions;
- bringing lab experiences into the lecture hall;
- allowing more flexible timetabling of labs;
- using the lab resources more efficiently.

The student’s reception of the learning units and of the remote experiments has been evaluated by using questionnaires. The evaluation results are generally positive. The students are satisfied both with this kind of experiments and with the learning units. They appreciate the possibility to do the experiment from a place and at a time they have chosen by themselves. They are using the learning units for information about the theoretical background, the experimental setup and the data evaluation before actually carrying out the experiment. The students do not experience problems to manage the user interface of the remote experiments.

6 Conclusions

Experiments or laboratory devices with the possibility of remote access and control are a very powerful tool in chemical engineering education. They enable both students and the supervisors to perform and use experiments independent of time and location. It is possible to share experiments and laboratory devices between institutions based on a network of remote control experiments. The sharing of resources and the exchange of know-how as well as the reduction of costs for the experiments are an attractive result of such a network.
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Abstract

This paper describes the hardware and software modules of a remote Internet-based laboratory for experimentation with a 120KVA multilevel power converter. The key feature of this laboratory is the utilization of a multilevel converter that can be controlled and supervised remotely in a secured way. A wide variety of laboratory experiments are supported, from grid connection to ac motor control. The users can chose the control structure, the control parameters and the kind of load and get the graphical results of the measurements, all in real time.

1 Introduction

The remote access to complex laboratory equipment and the possibility of remotely driving experiments and measurements represent appealing issues of great interest and relevance for research, educational, and industrial purposes. The range of topics potentially involved is very large, including, among others, applications in all fields of engineering, as well as of medicine, biology, and physics [1]–[4].

Significant experiences in this field are now propelled by the availability of a large set of programmable instruments and by the rapid growth of networking infrastructures.

Several works about remote laboratories have been published. Poindexter and Heck [5] explain in a tutorial, among other things, how to create WWW sites dealing with internet learning and teaching, presenting some models, examples and specific applications about remote-laboratories, like an automatic analogical-circuit test-system [6], a remote measurement-laboratory [7], a robotic control [8] and a chemical process controlling equipment [9].

The aim of this paper is to explain the design and implementation of a remote laboratory intended for experimentation with medium power multilevel converters. These converters present two fundamental advantages compared to others topologies: (1) with the same power semiconductors the converter nominal power will be higher and (2) the harmonics after the fundamental are placed at higher frequencies.

With the practices developed in this laboratory, the users can understand the main functional principles of these converters. Also, they can configure and supervise some of the typical applications of this kind of converter as: AC motors excitation, management of energy generated by wind turbines, active filters, grid synchronization, power quality, etc.

Compared with other similar remote laboratories that are indicated for under graduated students, this one, due to its capabilities, is intended for post-graduated students and for power electronic engineers.

After this introduction, the paper is continued with section II, which explains the architecture of the hardware and the communications elements that the
laboratory implies. In section III, the user interface and its supporting hardware and software modules, are explained. Section IV contains, as example, the development of one practice that can be completed with this laboratory. Finally, the conclusion can be found in section V.

2 Hardware Architecture

2.1 Block Diagram

The general system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Its final aim is to make possible the realization of remote laboratory practices with a multilevel power converter. One of the main requirements of the system is that the final user needs no specific software or hardware. Therefore, a web based interface is used together with the free plug-in “LabView Real-Time Engine” [10]. The environment LabView is provided with a web-publication system of the virtual instruments (VIs), which gives the user the chance to control remotely the running VI.

The host is used as interface between the client, connected via internet, and the final system. An interface USB 2.0 [11] is used between the host and the control platform. It provides the necessary high speed to transfer all the sampled signals. The host application, programmed in LabView [10], is the responsible of the control panel publication by means of a web server embedded in the development environment. With this application is possible to monitor the system, select the control scheme and send references and control parameters to the control platform.

The control platform is composed by several subsystems:

A floating-point DSP TMS320DSK6713 of Texas Instruments and a FPGA Spartan 3 of Xilinx make up the Processor Subsystem. Their aim is to implement the programmed control tasks.

The acquisition subsystem is composed for 6 ADCs of 4 channels and 12 bits per channel to acquire the analog signals of the converter; 9 fiber-optic receivers to implement the reading of 3 encoders; and 12 fiber-optic receivers to monitor possible errors in the IGBTs operation.

The actuation subsystem is composed of 24 fiber-optic transmitters to send the PWM signals; and 7 general purpose I/O to connect/disconnect the contactors of the converter.

The control platform [12] is shown in Fig. 2. This board provides the hardware support to implement the control, and supervision of the system, including the signal acquisition and conditioning. Also, this platform offers USB connectivity. The PWM signals are sent from the control platform to the IGBT drivers through optic fiber. This control platform is also responsible for the actuation over the commutation matrix, which connects as load an ac motor or a passive load, according to the user selection.

As shown in Fig. 3, the Power Electronic chosen topology is a back-to-back NPC (three levels) VSC. The power consumed or generated by the induction motor is rectified to DC by the converter VSC2 that also supplies lagging excitation current to the machine. The DC-bus power is inverted by the VSC1 and driven to a utility grid at a programmable power factor. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the control system, which is divided into two main controllers: the line-side converter and the generator-side converter. In Fig. 4, the line-side converter (VSC1) is vector controlled, using direct vector control and synchronous current control in the inner loops. The grid power is controlled with DC-bus voltage control. On the other hand, the generator-side converter (VSC2) controls the generator speed by indirect vector control with torque control and synchronous current control in the inner loops. The machine flux is controlled in an open loop by the control of the current Ids but, in normal conditions, the rotor flux is set to a rated value for a fast transient response. Any case, the system permits other control configurations that will be analyzed in the section III.
2.2 Protection capacity

The system is provided with protections in view of a bad operation (e.g. signals saturation) and an erroneous user configuration (e.g. out-of-range references). These protections are distributed between the control platform and the host:

The FPGA informs about bad operations of the IGBTs and out-of-range measurements in the ADCs.

The DSP avoids controller variables’ overflows. Also it detects when the variables operation ranges are exceeded.

The host avoids sending references that could destroy the system components exceeding the operation limits. The error logs are shown both in the host and in the user terminal.

3 Interface Description.

3.1 Host Interface

The application interface that runs on the host, has been developed using LabView. This application can be accessed by a remote terminal through the web service supplied by LabView. So, it is possible to control the system using a web navigator, with a client-server communication architecture.

Into the application there exist two panels: configuration panel and representation panel.

In the configuration panel, shown in Fig. 5, the operation mode of the system can be set. VSC1 can be configured as active filter or as active rectifier, connected to a passive load or to an active load (VSC2 works). Moreover, the filter to use (L or LCL), should be selected.

Once this first configuration is finished the converter block diagram is showed in the panel, attending the selected options. Next options to configure are the kind of VSC control. VSC1 control can be

![Fig. 3. Power Electronic System of the converter.](image)

![Fig. 4. Control block diagram of the wind generation system.](image)
selected as dq or αβ frames vectorial controller or direct power controller (DPC). VSC2 control can be chosen as vectorial indirect controller, direct torque controller (DTC) or scalar controller [13]. When the kind of control has been chosen, a block diagram is presented with the control parameters that can be configured by the users.

When the converter configuration is ended, the experimental plots screen is showed. In this panel, see Fig. 6, the converter operation is monitored. When the user has introduced the references, the start button should be pushed. In this moment, the system opera-
tion starts, showing in the graphics the most meaningful signals, e.g. the dc bus voltage, the motor currents or the grid currents. These graphics can be resized on-line. The application is able to save all the samples in a text file, which can be downloaded via web. Also, the signals to save can be chosen.

If an error occurs, the application informs to the user with an explanatory error message and light on the appropriated indicator. In this way, a configuration error or a system failure is easily detectable. Clicking over the error indicator, coming back to the configuration panel, where rearmed system parameters are marked. From here, it is possible to stabilize or reinitiate the system. When the application is closed, the system makes a secure stop, independently of the way that the user stopped it. When it is stopped, it is rearmed and checked to be available for a new user.

3.2 Host-Processing board communication description

The host-board communication is carried out by means a USB connection, with a transfer speed of 480 Mbps, using a bandwidth of 20MB/s.[12]

The processor and acquisition card, contains a FPGA, DSP, a set of ADC’s and transceivers of optical fiber [14].

USB communications between the processing card and host, provide the capacity to maintain a shared memory between the DSP and the host so, it can monitor the control system variables and parameters, and therefore, it can send this information across local network or Internet to any other host or remote terminal. These communications are handled by a Cypress CY7C68001 SX2 controller [15], which provides a parallel interface for the DSP connection. DSP uses EDMA module to handle transfers between the internal memory and USB controller, thus releasing the DSP CPU of these operations, so that the control algorithms execution is not delayed.

This communication message-based operates by commands defined by the application. First, the converter and control configuration are sent. At the end, a start command is sent to the control platform to start the execution of the configured control loops.

Signal samples are sent as frames from the control platform to the host at the end of the control loop through the EDMA of the DSP. In this way, it is possible to send the data without using the DSP’s CPU.

When the frames are received, the data are extracted and plotted on screen. The parallelism used in the application make possible to save data in files while they are being represented. The data are saved in Matlab format for their off-line analysis and make easier the documentation process.

4 Practice Cases

In this section, one practice case developed with the described laboratory is presented. VSC1 is connected to the grid through LCL filter, and the VSC2 is driven to an induction machine. The indirect vectorial controller is used to control the second converter. To carry out the experimental tests described here, the converter has been connected to a real grid with nominal voltage of 400V in the laboratory; and, furthermore, with the next conditions: (1) non-null grid impedance; (2) mean THD in the phase neutral voltages of 19.5 %; and, (3) mean percent imbalance of 3.5% (according to IEEE Std 1159-1995). Fig. 7 shows the grid currents and voltages when the VSC2 is approximately consuming 12kW and the reactive power reference of the VSC1 is \( Q^r \) (see Fig. 7.a), \( Q^{r_{AVR}} \) (see Fig. 7.c), and \( Q^{r_{AVR}} \) (see Fig. 7.d). In Fig. 7 the angle between the voltage and the current is 180º because the converter is consuming active power from the grid utility.

In the contrary case, if the converter is delivering active power to the grid utility, the current and the voltage will be in phase. Fig. 7.b shows the grid current harmonics for the test shown in Fig. 7.a. The fundamental harmonic peak value is \( \frac{4\cdot12}{400} = 0.09 \), and the value of the other harmonics are negligible, including the harmonics placed at \( \frac{2\cdot12}{400} \). This verifies the design procedure of the grid filter and, also, the VSC1 current controller algorithms. For the two other experiments, the harmonics are very similar: only the fundamental harmonic amplitude increases 5A approximately.

Fig. 8 shows the temporal evolution under different DC-bus voltage references (\( u^v_{dc} \)), and different reference levels of active and reactive powers. This signal has been represented with Matlab from the data storage in the text file during the operation of the converter.

Initially, an auxiliary rectifier makes the pre-charge of the DC-bus capacitors until the natural DC-bus voltage (\( \sqrt{U_{bus}} \)); and from this point, the VSC1 controller begins to work. The first step is that the DC-bus reaches the \( u^v_{dc} \) through a process called ‘soft-start’, which consists of applying a slope reference of value \( u^v_{dc} = \sqrt{U_{bus}} \% \).

Then the DC-bus controller with its feed-forward action begins to normally operate. In spite of the different references of active and reactive power applied, implying jumps in the DC-bus voltage response, \( u^v_{dc} \) does track to \( u^v_{dc} \) without observable errors.

This tracking process verifies the correct operation of the DC-bus controller with its feed-forward action.
5 Conclusions

In this paper has been explained the implementation of a remote experimentation laboratory appointed to control power converters. The system autonomy is ensured by means of the fault protection subsystem, which provides reset and reactivation options. The implemented applications verify the next objectives: (1) to facilitate the laboratory experimental tests with a three-level NPC power converter in remote mode; (2) to promote the teaching of this kind of converters to post-graduated students; and (3) to facilitate to power electronics engineers the design and test of control algorithms.
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Abstract

Internet-based distance learning requires an efficient development and management of learning material. It should be re-usable and it is necessary to keep the content in an open and portable format. The infrastructure is expected to be available day and night. Users may access the experimentation setup from every Internet-connected work place at any time. Therefore, reliable hard- and software configurations must be used, which demand a low management overhead at the same time.

This article presents concepts and implementation that solve these issues for a remote hands-on networking laboratory. Concepts for reducing the management overhead, and increasing the availability of a remote laboratory through virtualisation are presented. Furthermore, a content formatting tool to support sustainability of the course material is introduced.

1. Introduction

Remote teaching and distance learning are of increasing importance for the education not only at universities. Online learning modules are an integral part of many courses and complement the traditional lectures. Such learning modules contain text, graphics, animations, and hands-on exercises via remote laboratory access.

The advantages of this blended learning approach are manifold. The students can access the online material from every place where they have an Internet connection and are not limited to fixed laboratory schedules. Furthermore, full online courses can be provided for students of remote learning universities or similar institutions. The students can read the relevant texts and do the laboratory exercises on-line, which provides a much higher flexibility. Even sharing courses with other institutions or providing access to other user communities is possible with an appropriate infrastructure.

In recent years, remote learning modules have been used to complement the lectures for the Bachelor and Master program at our institution. Most learning modules and infrastructure components have been developed during several e-learning projects [4, 17]. Due to a modular course architecture, adding new modules to the courses is fairly easy. The module repository can be completed step-by-step, and up-to-date research results can be incorporated.

In order to ensure sustainability of the course material, it must be updated from time to time and stored in an appropriate repository. Updates should be done only in this repository to prevent inconsistencies between the stored content and the content published in a Learning Management System (LMS). Furthermore, the text sources must be kept in a generic format, which is independent from the LMS used.

We do not host a LMS at our institute to keep the course content for the theory part—it has been outsourced. However, the laboratory infrastructure is installed and maintained in-house. The general course architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It has slightly changed during the years. The local access control system, which was used in earlier days, has been replaced by a Swiss-wide Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI) [1, 13]. AAI is an attribute-based access control which enables a single sign-on system where the user is authenticated once at his or her home organisation. Then, checking authorisation of requested resource accesses is based on the user attributes the users home organisation provides. Thus, all users from any AAI enabled institution can register for an AAI enabled course by using their home organisation’s account instead of getting a new user account locally.

With the reservation system, students can book time slots for each of the laboratory modules. If they want to access a module with a limited number of hardware devices, they get authorised by the reservation sys-
tem if the module was booked before by the respective user. The reservation for a certain module can be done over a Web based interface.

In the laboratory architecture, hands-on session modules are connected by a gateway that is called portal server. Portal servers connect the module specific hardware on one side and the user's computer on the other side. When the user wants to access the laboratory exercise, he has to authenticate himself at his AAI home organisation, which then sends attributes of the user to the portal of the respective resource. Based on this information the portal decides whether or not to grant access to the laboratory. Usually, there is one portal server per module but it is also possible to connect more than one module to a portal server. Any device that has an interface to a computer (for example a serial interface) can be connected to a portal server.

The hands-on experiments in our laboratory are not only used by local students. Other universities use the infrastructure as well for their education. This requires a high availability of the laboratory equipment. Not only the experimentation devices but also the portal servers and the reservation system must be up and running at any time. In contrast to these requirements, the administrative overhead running the exercise laboratory must be kept as low as possible.

In this paper, solutions for the issues of content management and laboratory architecture are discussed. In Section 2 a short overview about course content management is given. Furthermore, a tool for content formatting is introduced, which can convert learning module content into a specific format required by the LMS used. Section 3 then discusses architectural improvements of the laboratory infrastructure to solve the availability and management issues mentioned above. Finally, a short summary concludes the paper.

2. Online course content management

2.1. Overview and related activities

Several learning modules have been developed for our e-learning projects. One of the most important design goals of these modules is sustainability. In many cases the modules explain fundamentals of computer networks, operating systems or other computer science basics. Therefore, they are not subject to frequent updates and the content can be used for lectures over many years. Only smaller updates and corrections are performed if necessary.

The creation of such a learning module usually takes several weeks. Text must be written, graphics and animations must be created. It is obvious that this content should be stored in a Learning Management System (LMS) independent way to ensure that it can be used with any LMS. This especially applies if the LMS is hosted by a third party as it is not guaranteed that the current product is supported over the next years. In the case that a course must be migrated from one LMS version to another or, worse, to another product this will cause a lot of time consuming manual work. The problem of storing e-learning in a reusable way has been already discovered several years ago. Different solutions have been proposed. The Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [12] defines
a specific way of constructing Learning Management Systems and training content so that they work well with other SCORM conform systems. The common goals of different versions of SCORM are as follows: 1) packaging content and 2) exchanging data at runtime. The drawback of SCORM is that it is not supported by every LMS or the older versions of this standard only.

Many academic and other institutions are trying to make better use of networks and databases to efficiently and effectively achieve learning goals. One of the possible ways to go is to make learning resources accessible to educators and learners through learning object repositories (LOR). LORs are repositories, which organise reusable learning objects like courses, modules, but also images, videos and text documents in a clearly arranged way. To enable search engines to efficiently identify learning objects, a descriptive set of metadata is assigned to every object in the LOR. The goals here are re-usability of e-learning content, long-term archiving as well as to share teaching activities and make them visible to peers and to the public. Examples for LORs initiatives are the Switch LOR [9] in Switzerland or the eduSource project [8] in Canada. If an appropriate LOR is provided in Switzerland we will consider using it. Not only on Swiss level such initiatives are on their way. A local LOR is also being developed at the University of Bern but this will depend on a specific LMS that we are not using today. This again shows the necessity of maintaining learning content in a platform independent way to be prepared for the frequent changes in today’s e-learning landscape.

2.2. Content management

A satisfying solution for the exchange problem of learning objects between different content management platforms is not available until now. As stated in the Edutech LOR feasibility study [9], the interoperability is not guaranteed even if standards compliant content packages in SCORM format are exchanged. The integration of WebCT Vista LMS [3]—which is currently used for our courses—with any LOR causes problems because the API only allows to export bare content files without any course structure or other important metadata. From today’s perspective it is advisable to store our learning modules in a generic format and to set up a simple but efficient content management. The solutions to this content management issue should meet the following general conditions:

- The existing text sources can be integrated without significant modifications.
- New content can be created with tools that are available in our institute and people are familiar with (WYSIWYG HTML editors, word processors with HTML export capabilities etc.).
- It must be possible to create the content format required by a specific LMS on demand.
- The format of the learning content allows a later adaption to e-learning standards if required.

In order to be able to synchronise the access to the repository and to track modifications, the use of a version control system is advisable. Several solutions exist for this purpose. Subversion (SVN) [7] is one possibility here. It manages files and directories, and the changes made to them, over time. This allows to recover older versions of the repository data, or examine the history of how the data changed.

2.3. Content formatting

At an early stage of our learning content development it became clear that a tool for automatic content formatting is necessary. The goal was to reduce the effort needed to develop the learning content and to automatically create the pages for the LMS in an appropriate format. As a result the FFGF (file framework generator and formatter) [16] has been developed. The FFGF tool is able to create the required document structure for a learning module including the header and footer for the pages. Furthermore, predefined templates can be provided for sections with general information, which are automatically included in the document. In a first step, the author has to create the table of contents for the module. This includes the definition of the time a learner should approximately spend for the sections. The time information is used to generate the module schedule to give the learner a clear overview over the time limits intended by the author. Figure 2 shows a sample schedule. In a second step, the FFGF tool creates the document structure by generating a separate file for each section and inserting the text from the templates provided. Now, the module author has to fill in the content into the section files (text, pictures, animations). This is done by using HTML as markup language. In the last step FFGF is run again and generates now the output, which can directly be uploaded to the LMS. The tool currently supports the format for WebCT CE and WebCT Vista.

Figure 2. Course schedule example.
After several years of using FFGF we found some weak points in its architecture. The main problem is the fixed output format. It would require major changes in the program to adapt its output generator to another LMS document format. Another issue to be improved is the predefined document structure. This impedes subsequent changes to the document. Due to the variety of mandatory changes to the current FFGF version, a complete redesign of the tool became necessary. The main improvements of the new programme version must be:

- Easier adaptation to different LMS platforms
- Portable solution, usable by other institutions
- Better support for document management
- Simpler document syntax for easier document writing

Therefore, one of the main features of the new FFGF2 is its clear modular architecture. For the module author the most important feature is the automatic document structure detection and creation of the table of contents. It will no longer be necessary to define the module’s table of contents in advance. The learning module content can be written into either a single file or split into several source files.

By keeping HTML for the markup of the text the writing of learning content can be done with a variety of available editors. The language is well known and provides all necessary features like different font styles, document structure and allows to include figures and animations. It is not the goal to provide yet another text/HTML editor nor an integrated development environment.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of FFGF2. The first layer represents the HTML document. For some sections, like generic introductions, templates are provided. The content of these sections is the same for every module and does not need to be rewritten every time. The HTML processing engine analyses the document structure and generates a XML [5] formatted document. At this point the templates are integrated into the document.

In the next layer the document is stored in XML format. This allows the content to be kept in a generic manner and simplifies the conversion to other formats. The XML format seems to be the most useful format regarding a later adaption to e-learning standards and the inclusion of learning object metadata.

The last component of FFGF2 is the output formatter. It has a generic interface combined with a plug-in mechanism. The respective plugins to create a certain output format can be attached here. Future changes in the output format do no longer require changes in the FFGF2 core. If a learning module must be formatted for a new LMS architecture or other document formats like PDF all necessary code is encapsulated in the output plugin.

Once the document has been generated it is uploaded to a LMS like WebCT. A learner who has registered for the specific course is able to read it there, see the included pictures, watch the animations etc. The learning module document usually contains the description of the hands-on experiments as well. The laboratory exercises, however, are not stored on the LMS. They are located in our laboratory. A link in the document leads the reader to the laboratory computer for the respective experiment.

3. Laboratory infrastructure

As already described in the introduction, we currently have one machine with a central reservation system. Users can reserve timeslots for all instances of learning modules from this central location. Every learning context has its own category. Multiple portals can be part of one learning context so that multiple instances of the same learning module can be provided in parallel. Every portal is a website that offers access to the server “behind” it, usually through Java applets. Depending on the learning module this can be a shell on a machine through a SSH terminal emulator applet, a management console on a Cisco router, an editor applet for programming exercises or any other tool that can run in a Web browser.
3.1. Current architecture

In our laboratory setup, independent hardware for different learning modules is used [2, 19]. This has the advantage that changes on one module do not affect most of the others, but this comes at the price of administrative overhead and underutilised hardware. We had about 20 machines dedicated to the e-learning infrastructure, many of them completely idle most of the time—most activity is concentrated on the later part of the semester, so for about four months of a semester the machines are not used at all. Still the machines are powered on most of the time to provide access to all potential users.

Recently, multiple small hardware failures occurred in the laboratory. Because of the amount of machines the administration requires much time. This combination of underutilised hardware and administrative complexity forced us to reassess the current laboratory setup.

3.2. New laboratory setup

As a possible solution we started evaluating virtualisation methods to consolidate our hardware. This will free hardware for parallel installations as reserves in case of failures. Some other advantages are fast recovery as a virtualised machine can be regenerated from a backup within minutes, easy creation of new machines and, better utilisation of hardware. Because we are using Linux almost exclusively we had a large number of virtualisation options. Among the well-known tools are VMWare (commercial) [15], Xen [18], Virtualbox [14], Linux vserver [10], QEmu, OpenVZ and many more. Out of this rather large number of tools we took Xen, Virtualbox and Linux vserver into the closer evaluation. The features these solutions offer comply with the requirements of the targeted laboratory setup. Virtualbox is a full machine virtualiser/emulator. It can run arbitrary operating systems and has some interesting features like a “virtual” graphics card exported over VNC to allow remote access as if it were a local machine. The drawback is that the performance is quite moderate and it is not as convenient to manage. Xen offers “paravirtualisation” where the guest operating system gets adapted to the virtualisation environment. This limits the available operating systems for the guest systems, but as we were already very much focussed on Linux this was no drawback. The advantage is a comparatively good performance, so the amount of hardware needed should be smaller than with other virtualisers. Linux vserver is the most limited of the three, it uses one kernel for all virtualised instances. Within the virtual machines many functions are disabled for security reasons (for example access to the routing table, creation of device nodes). This limits the use of Linux vserver, but the advantage is that all VMs share resources like memory and the overhead is negligible.

Due to the different requirements of the portal and experimentation computers a hybrid approach seems to be advisable. The portal servers would be consolidated onto one Linux vserver instance. This makes sense as they do not use many resources. The Linux vservers offer encapsulation so that each portal can still be managed on its own. However, due to the structure of Linux vserver it now takes only about five minutes to create a new instance. The management is very easy as the host offers direct file-level access to the Linux vservers. This also allows easy backups and maintenance from the host. At the same time resource usage is low, compared to the other virtualisation systems. Each new vserver takes about 50 MB memory when running and idle. Consolidating all existing portals does not cause any performance issues for the single machine they are running on.

For the experimentation computers Linux vserver is not an option. Access to functions like routing tables or kernel modules is needed, so we had to find another solution for those. Xen offered the best compromise of flexibility and ease-of-use. We can consolidate up to 15 virtual machines onto one server; with other hardware we could potentially create even more virtual machines, but there are some limits like the available amount of main memory. If only one or two VMs are active this may be tolerable, but in the rare case that all virtual machines are in use they would all be very slow. Our current server hardware is a dual-processor machine with 2 GB RAM. It is about four times as fast as the previous dedicated machines. Two of those machines provide enough power to provide most of the previous 20 dedicated machines. Installing and managing Xen is not quite as easy as Linux vserver, but with some site-specific documentation and support scripts it is easy enough to work with it.

To facilitate the management we decided to add some monitoring. Using standard SNMP we are able to watch most relevant data points, for example processor load, memory usage, network traffic and whether a certain service is running. For data collection and representation we have evaluated a few monitoring applications, currently Cacti [6] is used and we are testing Nagios [11] in parallel.

With e-mail notifications the administrators can be warned whenever thresholds, like system load or disk space, are exceeded. This allows preemptive intervention instead of reactive administration when things have already failed. Still most management tasks are fully manual.

Figure 4 shows the conceptual design and separation of the virtual machines and physical servers. On the right side the Linux vserver host with the public portals can be seen, with the cold-standby as a shadow below it. On the left side the Xen hosts and their virtual guests are shown. Both Xen and Linux vserver hosts can be managed remotely, but only the latter needs to be exposed to the public Internet.
Some of the existing machines cannot be integrated into the Xen virtualisation at the moment, mostly network- and hardware-specific devices. Still we are able to reduce the number of machines from around 20 to one portal server, two Xen machines and six non-virtualised machines. A backup of the portal and Xen machines is maintained on similar hardware to provide a “manual failover” in case one should fail. In this case the backup machine is booted and the relevant virtual machines are started with a script. This frees a lot of hardware for other purposes and significantly reduces administration time.

4. Conclusions

Two issues of our current e-learning infrastructure have been discussed. The new content formatting tool helps to maintain the sustainability of the course material by supporting an easier migration to new learning management platforms. A simplified document handling makes the creation of learning content more convenient for the learning module author and simplifies subsequent changes to the document structure.

By storing the learning modules in the XML format under a version control system the maintenance overhead is decreased. All changes are now made inside this repository and by using the formatting tool any course module can be retrieved on demand and converted into the desired format. This prevents inconsistencies if the same module is used in several courses.

The migration and virtualisation of our hardware has been a success for us. The necessary hardware has been reduced by more than 50% and the utilisation of hardware could be increased. At the same time we have a much better scalability—the single portal machine still has spare capacity to set up more portals if needed. We have not had any failures to test the failover capability, but we expect that our reaction time will also be much better than the “hours to days” reaction time of the old infrastructure.

The mix of virtualisation methods may be unusual, but it offers us optimal flexibility with only a small documentation overhead. With the help of documentation and support scripts it takes a few minutes to learn how to create a new virtual machine and then only a short time to setup and configure is required. Compared to the old infrastructure this is a huge improvement in productivity. At the same time we use less power and less space. While it is not applicable everywhere, virtualisation offers tools to consolidate underutilised machines and increases the availability at no extra cost apart from the migration itself. Backup and recovery become faster and easier.
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Abstract

The paper presents the importance of offering to the users the possibility to do laboratory tests with real data, within remote laboratories using distributed application. The article describes the facilities offered by the Java language in making user interfaces for the remote and virtual laboratories. At the same time, we present some implementations within the transnational project "VetTrend" of the "Leonardo da Vinci" program that have user interfaces based on the Java Applet technology, for accessing the laboratory resources via Internet. Because the connection between the two computers is done through a physical space, on which we may not have any control, whether that connection is through wires or wireless, we must be on guard of any possible identity and information stealing. Also, the security should always be of concern.

1 Introduction

Industrial software applications have an important role in improving very consistently the work efficiency in industry. The effectiveness of industrial electronics is increased by remote control of processes.

We started the research on remote experiments in electric and electronic domain by a large analysis of the state of the art, mainly reflected in the collection of published papers in IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics and Transactions on Industrial Informatics, in the period 2005-2007.

The importance of software remote surveillance is provided in papers such as:

-- "Analysis and Software Implementation of a Robust Synchronizing PLL Circuit Based on the pq Theory” [1], where the authors present an analysis and software implementation of a robust synchronizing circuit, designed for use in the controller of active power line conditioners, and
-- "Development of Real-Time Vision-Based Fabric Inspection System” [2], where the authors present an automatic vision-based system for the quality control of web textile fabrics.

In the article "Virtual-Environment Modeling and Correction for Force-Reflecting Teleoperation With Time Delay” [3], the authors consider Virtual environment (VE) as an effective method to deal with time delay in teleoperation, and describe the VE-based teleoperation system developed in their laboratory.

The need for interoperability is prominent in the industrial enterprise environment. Different applications and systems that cover the overall range of the industrial infrastructure from the field to the enterprise level need to interoperate.

In the article "Vertical Integration of Enterprise Industrial Systems Utilizing Web Services” [4], the authors present a distributed system architecture that utilizes dominant state-of-the-art standard technologies in order to address the above issues in an efficient way.

The based remote control scheme for networked control systems is presented from the point of view of the quality-of-service (QoS) in the paper "QoS-Based Remote Control of Networked Control Systems Via Profibus Token Passing Protocol” [5].

But, on a hand, not all the time things work in production environment. In research and development area is important to use many and, sometimes, very sophisticated resources. They are very expensive and difficult to obtain, especially in universities.

On the other hand, there are researches in very dangerous or toxic environments.
From these and other reasons, it is important to put in common resources (accessible from many departments) and to obtain the remote control of them.

We present in our paper an example of developing and operating of such remote laboratories, together with practical issues that we solved in this approach. There are in accordance with the trend in responding to the important constraints of the modern industrial applications of electronics and informatics: time (too short), space (too few), users (too many) and equipment (too expensive).

## 2 Introduction

The remote laboratories present a high interest for the ones that learn, because they have the possibility to experiment on real equipment from home or from work, using equipment located into a university laboratory for example [6], [7]. This facility is important in understanding the processes from the practical point of view. The equipment, often expensive from the laboratories will become accessible to the wide public.

As principle of functionality, electronic driven systems can accept remote commands sent by third party applications, through Internet, as this is an electronic environment. An important issue for the user is what can he obtain from a laboratory, using such a communication system. Obviously he will not be able to access the laboratory as if it was there. Here, the user interface comes in, which is usually represented by a web page. Both the way in which the page is made, and what it will allow the user to do, have a great impact on the learning and understanding of the processes that take place in the real laboratory.

For developing the remote and virtual laboratories user interfaces we use Java. The software development is nowadays one of the most extended domains, and sure, the most dynamic. In such a dynamic environment as IT, time is essential, and this can be notice in the general IT marked trends over the world. Everybody wants better productivity when it comes to developing software, which is basically translated into obtaining similar products over a significantly shorter period of time. The answer to better software development productivity is Java because the many features it encapsulates frees the programmer from a lot of work, when compared, for instance, with C++ [8].

The Java language Sun Microsystems describes Java as a "simple, object-oriented, interpreted, robust, safe, architecture independent, portable, high performance, multithreaded and dynamic" programming language. Each feature mentioned above is an important part of the Java programming language, as well as a critical request for web programming. The combination between these features makes Java a powerful and useful programming language that supplies the programmer with the tools he needs to easy create powerful programs for the distributed applications environments of today [9].

On the Internet, the Java programs are called *applets*. The applets are Java applications that are embedded into HTML web pages and can be loaded into a Java capable web browser, at a click of the mouse. Because of its extended portability and easy programming, Java is the optimal choice when developing client applications. Although Java programs are slightly slower than C++ programs and have some disadvantages concerning the use of platform specific features, Java is the preferred programming language for many software developers around the world.

Due to the fact that there exist a lot of operating systems (Windows, Unix, Linux, MacOS, etc) the client applications, if we would use C++, should be written for every platform. Using Java, they must be written only once, on any of the platforms and will be run-able on any other platform without changes. This advantage, along with others offered by Java, clearly places it on the top of client applications programming language [8].

## 3 Developed applets

### 3.1 The web-page

All the Java Applets are integrated as objects into web pages (a separate web page for each applet). Because the applet is used only as tool for posting measurement requests and for viewing the measurement results, it does not contain information about how does the experiment take place or about the meaning of the values sent or received. In order to make the applet easy to use by uninitiated students, we provide basic information on how to use the applet and which is the meaning of the values in the experiment in the same web page (which contains the applet).

There are two possibilities to present the descriptive text:

1) On the top of the page, before the applet. In this case, the applet is at the bottom of the page and the user must scroll over the descriptive text in order to reach the applet and make the experiment.

2) After the applet. In this case, the applet is at the top of the page, and the descriptive text after the applet. In this case, the user will read the information only if necessary.

This descriptive text has two meanings:

-- as laboratory guide for first experiments;
-- as help afterwards.

The text placed before the applet is useful in the first stage, because the student can see that there is information about the experiment, but it can be uncomfortable for students that already know how to...
use the applet, because they have to scroll the text every time they enter the page. The text presented after the applet is better fit for students that know how to use the applet. It can be a problem for students that don’t know how to use the applet. They may not see that there is a descriptive text after the applet.

The e-Learning course that corresponds to the laboratory experiment can be accessed very easy from the web page that contains the applet, because there is a link to the course topics page. We have split the process of posting a request and seeing the results into three, separate and asynchronous operations:

-- posting a request;
-- viewing a list of posted requests;
-- viewing the graphics for a certain item of the list.

3.2 Implementations made using the asynchronous mechanism

The web page team has developed a database using SQL Server used as base for the final version of the system. Using this database, we have integrated the functionality for all the applets, corresponding to the following electric and electronic domains: Electronic Circuits, Automated measurements, Electrical Drives, System Theory and Automatic Control, Domotics, Databases with Applications in the Electrical Domain, Electric Circuits, Electrotechnic Materials, Electrical Machines. We will exemplify with the laboratories of Electronic Circuits and Electrotechnic Materials.

The web page that contains the applet of Electronic Circuits Lab presents the descriptive text at the end of the page and the applet at the top, which practically represents the second approach presented at the beginning of chapter 3.2.

The main view (Fig. 1) of the applet is used to post requests. The user can choose which source (Ub or Uc) will vary it’s voltage and the values for the voltages (min, max and step). After pressing “Send request” the applet will send the request to the server and will present the history view, which is also accessible by pressing the “History” button. The type of transistor can be only “bipolar npn” because the physical circuit does not support the other types yet. The history view shows a list with the posted requests. The user can choose a request and click “View the selected request” to view the graphic results for that request. Clicking “Refresh the table” will refresh the information (show the new status from the database).

When the user clicks “View the selected request” the applet gets the result corresponding to the selected request from the database and opens a new window into which a graphic representation is drawn.

The web page that contains this applet of Electrotechnic Materials Lab presents the descriptive text at the top of the page and the applet at the bottom, which practically represents the first approach presented at the beginning of chapter III.A. The first view (Fig. 2) presented by the applet is used for posting measurement requests. When pressing “Send”, a request is posted on the server. When pressing history, the applet shows a table containing all the posted requests, presented in the Fig. 3. When the user presses “View” the applet will show the result, presented in the Fig. 4, for the selected request.

If the “Refresh” button is pressed, the table that contains the list of requests is refreshed so that it shows the current requests configuration.

In Fig. 4 are presented the measured values for the selected request (in the History view). Three types of graphics are available (B(H) presented in the screenshot, B(t) and H(t)).
The table shows the individual measured values and the textbox in the lower-left corner shows the measured graph points. The applet checks the values put by the user and does not send the request if the input values are not in the valid range. The user is prompted if he enters invalid values.

The Fig. 2 presents the layout of the main applet view. The picture located at the upper-left corner shows a simplified schema of the measurement equipment. The two radio buttons below the schema can be used to select the type of sample. Below the radio-buttons are printed the specifications for the selected sample. The user can choose to enter either the value for induction, either for the field strength, by choosing the appropriate radio-button located in the lower center of the view.

The “Help” button will show a HTML page containing the description of the laboratory and documentation on how to use the applet to take experiments. By using the view in Fig. 2, a user can see all the requests he made over time. Just as in mail systems, the requests and corresponding responses, which were already viewed, are written normally. The new records are marked with bold. The user can select one of the records and the selected record will be shown with a cyan background. When a record is selected, the view button will become active, otherwise being inactive. The Refresh button will bring the new records from the database.

For knowing which measure was viewed and which not, when pressing the “View” button, the information about the response for the selected request is being retrieved from the database. The application also updates the request status (as being viewed) in the database when making the request.

4 Communication between system levels. Authentication as a main part of the security aspects

4.1 Communication between system levels

Any communication is realized between two or more subjects. Each of them must identify itself to the others, in brief or in details, before being able to participate to that communication [10]. After that, a continuously switch between emitter and receptor roles takes place among the subjects.

In our case we have a communication between the client computer, which makes requests and two servers that respond: the Learning Management System (LMS) server and the VetTrend (VEL) server. The communication procedure and the system levels are presented in Fig. 5 and 6.

4.2 The client authentication

In order to maintain a communication with more than one client, the application uses a session mechanism, meaning that it allocates resources (variables, threads, memory etc.) for each one of them, and an identification, which distinguishes one client from the other. Every time a client makes a request, it has to reveal its own session ID, letting the server know its identity and the stage of the communication.

For initiating a communication, the client must send his username and password to the LMS server. The server will verify the existence of this user into the database and depending of the result, will allow the client to connect to the features of the application or not. In case the login succeeds, the server allocates new resources for this new client and sends the ID of this newly created session back to the client. As mentioned, the client will use this session ID every
single time it makes a request to the server, identifying itself among all others connected users. The use of the pair username / password has another reason too. It allows the access of the client to different features of the application, depending on his role: administrator, teacher, student etc. (Fig. 7).

The VEL server has not a login mechanism of its own, but it will use the login feature of the LMS server. Thus, if a client accesses the VEL server without passing through the checking made by LMS through username/password pair, it will be rejected. The VEL server knows if a client has successfully passed the login, by looking at the session ID provided by the client along with the request.

### 4.3 The server authentication

Not only must the client identify itself, but also the server. Because the application of VEL is very complex, a part of it is executed on the client machine. For this reason, a Java Applet has been chosen as solution. Within it several computing operations are performed on the client part. In this way, we can reduce the network traffic, because instead of sending multiple requests to the server for different manipulation of data, we can receive the data in the Java Applet client and then all the wanted actions regarding that set of data can be done locally, without any new request to the server.

But this facility offered by the applet raises another issue. The Java Applet, being capable to execute commands on the client machine can execute unwanted commands in order to harm the client's computer.

Because of this potential problem, an applet is not allowed to perform freely, but instead it is subject to a so-called “sandbox”, that is a delimited set of permitted actions, anything else outside this sandbox not being available for execution. Among the actions prohibited, are accessing client's files, opening channels of communications to other computers than that where the Applet originated etc.

However, if an application really needs to access some resources on the client machine, such as the file system, the printer etc., there is a mechanism through which this can be accomplished. This mechanism is called “Applet signing”. By signing it, an applet requires, at its initialisation, the acceptance from the user to execute actions outside the sandbox [12], [13].

Therefore, when one loads into a browser a Java Applet, he must know who the server is in order to make a clear judgment about if he trusts it or not to let it run commands on his computer. That brings us to the server authentication matter. For this very reason a server must be able to identify itself in order to make the client trust that it is who it claims it is and allowing the clients deciding if they trust it or not. In this way, a third party server cannot claim to be someone else for deceiving the users and running malicious code on their machines.

### 4.4 Certificates

The first thing in authentication is the creation of a certificate that describes the entity of the claimer. It is made of the main details of the entity: name of person, company name, department name, location, country. This would be the equivalent of an ID of a person in the real world.

---

**Figure 5: Communication procedure**

**Figure 6: System levels**
Now, some authority in the domain must authenticate this certificate, in the same way that in the real world an authority issues a driving license or an ID. In case of digital signing, there are some companies like DeutschePost, Thawte, Verisign or Ecquifax each one known as Certificate Authority. These companies are entitled to validate those certificates by priory verifying the credentials of the claimer. Then, it applies its own signature over the entity's certificate, thus validating it.

4.5 Packing the Java Applet

The next thing after having the signed certificate, is packaging all the components of the Applet in order to signing it. This is done with the JAR tool.

4.6 Signing the Applet

The third step represents the actual signing of the Applet, now packed into a Java ARchive. The tool used for the operation is signtool, provided with every Java Development Kit.

When a user loads a web page that contains a signed applet, a warning is presented to the user (Fig. 8).

Figure 7: Login page for the LMS application

Now, some authority in the domain must authenticate this certificate, in the same way that in the real world an authority issues a driving license or an ID. In case of digital signing, there are some companies like DeutschePost, Thawte, Verisign or Ecquifax each one known as Certificate Authority. These companies are entitled to validate those certificates by priory verifying the credentials of the claimer. Then, it applies its own signature over the entity's certificate, thus validating it.

4.5 Packing the Java Applet

The next thing after having the signed certificate, is packaging all the components of the Applet in order to signing it. This is done with the JAR tool.

4.6 Signing the Applet

The third step represents the actual signing of the Applet, now packed into a Java ARchive. The tool used for the operation is signtool, provided with every Java Development Kit.

When a user loads a web page that contains a signed applet, a warning is presented to the user (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Warning of loading a signed applet, which requires additional privileges for the execution of commands outside the sandbox

The user can see the details about the certificate by clicking “More Details”.

5 Database Structure

The fig. 9 illustrates the structure of three tables associated with three of the nine realized remote laboratories.

The tables on the left hold the measurement requests and their structure differs from one laboratory to another.

The tables on the right hold measurement responses and, for each table in the left, there is a corresponding table on the right.

For each record in the left table there is one corresponding record (with the same id and id_session) in the right table for a solved request, and for unsolved requests there is no corresponding record. This record (response) is created by an application, which does the actual data measuring.

6 Conclusions

The use of Java applets as web-based user interface for real laboratories increases the usability of remote instruments. The user capability to understand the phenomena that take place in the real experiments is improved by the use of real data.

Developing intuitive user-friendly interfaces we achieve the goal of making the training material interesting for all the users and transforming the act of learning into a pleasure.
Using the Java technology we provide a good portability on various platforms for the applets, so the users are not restrained to use a specific operating system. Java offers a fast and performing way of developing web-based applications with a wide area of accessibility.
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Abstract

Recently, Awareness Creation in terms of IT security has become a big thing – not only for enterprises. Campaigns for pupils try to highlight the importance of IT security even in the user’s early years. Common practices in security education – as seen in computer science courses at universities – mainly consist of literature and lecturing. In the best case, the teaching facility offers practical courses in a dedicated isolated computer lab. Additionally, there are some more or less interactive e-learning applications around. Existing offers can do nothing more than impart theoretical knowledge or basic information. They all lack of possibilities to provide practical experience with security software or even hacker tools in a realistic environment. The only exceptions are the expensive and hard-to-maintain dedicated computer security labs. Those can only be provided by very few organisations.

Tele-Lab IT-Security was designed to offer hands-on experience exercises in IT security without the need of additional hardware or maintenance expenses. The existing implementation of Tele-Lab even provides access to the learning environment over the Internet – and thus can be used anytime and anywhere. The present paper describes the extended architecture on which the current version of the Tele-Lab server is built.

1. Introduction

The increasing propagation of complex IT systems and rapid growth of the internet more and more attracts notice to the importance of IT security issues. The limits of technical security solutions are fixed by the lacking awareness of computer users, caused by laziness, inattentiveness and missing education. In the context of awareness creation IT security training becomes a topic of strong interest – as well as for companies as for individuals.

Traditional techniques of teaching (i.e. lectures or literature) have turned out to be not suitable for security training, because the trainee cannot apply the principles from the academic approach to a realistic environment within the class. In security training, gaining practical experience through exercises is indispensable for consolidating the knowledge [2].

Precisely the allocation of an environment for these practical exercises pose a challenge for research and development. That is, because students need privileged access rights (root/administrator-account) on the training system to perform most of the imaginable security exercises. With these privileges, students can easily destroy a training system or even use it to attack other computers.

The classical approach is to provide a dedicated computer lab for security training. Such labs bare different backdraws: they are immobile, expensive to purchase and maintain and must be isolated from all networks.

Teleteaching approaches for security education are multimedia courseware or demonstration software, which do not offer practical exercises. In simulation systems users have kind of hands on experience, but a simulator doesn’t behave like a realistic environment and simulation of complex systems is very difficult. Those approaches to security education will be presented more precise in section 2.

The Tele-Lab project (at first proposed in [10]) provides a novel e-learning system for practical security training in the WWW and inherits all characteristics from offline security labs. The Tele-Lab server basically consists of a web based tutoring system and a training environment built of virtual machines. The tutoring system offers three kinds of content: information chapters, introductions to security- and hacker-tools and finally definitions of practical exercises. Students perform those exercises on virtual machines (vm) on the server, which they use via remote desktop access. A virtual machine is a software system, that provides a runtime environment for operating systems. Such software-emulated computer systems allow easy deployment and recovery in case of failure.
A learning unit on e.g. “wireless networks” introduces to different WiFi technologies like Wireless LAN or Bluetooth, explains the functionality of mechanisms and protocols for wireless security and highlights weaknesses which lead to security problems. Thereafter, the tutoring system presents wireless tools for Windows and Linux like “Kismet” or the “Aircrack Suite”. The chapter concludes with an exercise, where the student is asked to reveal a WEP encryption key from a wireless traffic dump file using “aircrack”.

For that exercise, the student requests a virtual machine (here: Linux or Windows). If there is a free vm on the server, the student will be assigned to that vm and a remote desktop session will be started in an applet window. After performing the exercise (cracking the wireless dump), the student must enter the revealed WEP key in the tutor and prove, that he solved the exercise (see figure 1). The vm will be reclaimed and restored to its original state automatically.

Currently, there are also chapters on access control, authentication, encryption, intrusion detection, malicious software, man-in-the-middle-attacks, packet sniffing, port scanning and secure email. Additional chapters can be authored and integrated easily.

The architecture for providing this learning environment is described in section 3. The paper will be concluded with a summary of the results and an outlook on future work in section 4.

2 Related work

Related work in security education mainly includes Web-based training and multimedia courseware, demonstration software, simulation systems, and dedicated computer laboratories for security experiments. Recently, efforts in compiling practical computer science courses using virtual machine technology have turned out some similarities to the Tele-Lab approach.

2.1 Web-based training and multimedia e-lecturing

Web-based training (WBT) means e-learning application that present learning units via WWW in the user’s browser. Those learning units usually consist of text, images and custom made animations. Extended to multimedia courseware, WBT also offers real multimedia content, i.e. audio and video. WBT courses usually are digitized lectures and demonstrations. A modern e-lecturing system is e.g. tele-TASK [15]. It is a state-of-the-art streaming system to create online lectures and seminars for teaching IT security. WBT and e-lectures in nature support e-learning on the Web, but they offers no hands-on experiences to learners at all.

2.2 Demonstration software

Demonstration software programs such as Cryptool [7] and CAP (“Cryptographic Analysis Programs”)
are educational suits for learning about cryptography and cryptanalysis. They provide more interactivity for students to play with algorithms and therefore have more practical features than multimedia coursework. However, because demonstration software is mainly used to learn academic cryptographic algorithms, practical network security tools or everyday environments are seldom involved in learning of this kind.

2.3 Simulation systems

Simulation systems are normally used to train students in specific IT security subjects. In [14] and [20], the authors describe, how to familiarize students with intrusion detection by creating audit files with information on user activities. They ask students to detect and resolve an intrusion problem. CyberCIEGE [11] is a simulation game in which players construct computer networks and make decisions to protect valuable assets from attacks. Simulation systems offer students chances to perform operations for accomplishing “real” tasks such as identifying intrusion and recovering or cleaning systems. Nonetheless, those security operations are not really performed but simulated in an abstract environment. In fact, real computer systems can be modeled by such simulations only to a very limited degree. Simulation systems increase interactivity to some degree but still offer students no chance to apply real world tools and see what’s going on in practice.

2.4 Dedicated computer laboratories

Dedicated computer laboratories for IT security have been created in many universities, e.g. described in [18] or [13]. Security experiments or exercises are usually arranged on the dedicated computer networks. Compared to other approaches, dedicated computer laboratories are ideal environments for practical security teaching because security exercises are performed by application of production software in real systems. However, practical education by laboratory measures normally results in high costs. Dedicated networks require expensive hardware/software investments and intensive efforts to create, configure, and maintain laboratory environments as well as to prepare, supervise, and evaluate exercises. On the other hand, most security exercises require system level access to the operating system. This introduces the risk of misuse and inconvenience of administration. For security reason, dedicated networks are normally operated on isolated networks, which implies that such security laboratories pitifully fail to benefit a wider range of learners outside campus.

2.5 Virtual machine based computer courses

Instead of dedicated laboratories, at some universities virtual machines have been established for courses with special requirements to hard- or software configuration. In [4], the author describes the utilization of UML\textsuperscript{1}-based virtual machines for a course in operation systems maintenance, [3] proposes the use of VMware Workstation\textsuperscript{2} for courses on network administration, security and database maintenance. The virtual machines are mainly used for providing an environment, where students are allowed to arbitrary configure an operation system and different applications. The virtual machines must be compiled customly for every course and somehow distributed to the students. Both authors confirm the opinion of the Tele-Lab research group referring to the virtual machine technology as a cost efficient replacement for physical dedicated labs.

Existing work above indicates the value of a project like Tele-Lab, integrate practical security exercises into e-learning and degrade the costs of laboratory resources.

3 Architecture for the Tele-Lab server

The architecture presented in the paper at hand mainly consists of four components (see figure 2):

1. Portal and tutoring environment consist of dynamic webpages delivered by an Apache web-server. This is what was described as a WBT application above. Additionally, the tutoring environment provides user controls to require a virtual machine for exercising and initiates remote desktop sessions.

2. The Virtual machine pool is a collection of prepared virtual machines primarily managed by an arbitrary virtual machine monitor (see section 3.1 for details).

3. The database contains all user profile data, content data and persistent information on virtual machine states.

4. For proxying the remote desktop connections, the server is equipped with a free implementation of the NX server (see section 3.2).

5. The central Tele-Lab control server (also described in section 3.1) handles control of the virtual machines’ state and the remote desktop connections.

\textsuperscript{1}User-mode Linux is a Linux kernel for the user-space, allows the operation of virtual machines

\textsuperscript{2}A host-based virtual machine monitor application, see http://www.vmware.com/products/ws
Before describing the important components in detail, the paper will motivate the objectives of the design process for this architecture. It was generally driven by the following requirements that arose from the analysis of previous versions of Tele-Lab such as Tele-Lab on CD [9] or the existing prototype of the Tele-Lab server [8].

Handy system usage showed up to be important because all former implementations of Tele-Lab was packed with the (partly deprecated) remainings from the very first prototypes user interface – where Tele-Lab was ment to be an offline/single-user system. Another significant backdraw of the existing UI was the implementation of the Remote Desktop Access as a VNC-applet inside the tutoring system. This resulted in a very small remote desktop and wired up situations like “a browser an a desktop in a browser”. Design and implementation of the dynamic webpages will not be within the scope of this paper. Also important was the objective to gain support for different operating systems inside the virtual machines. The prototype of the server uses User-mode Linux [5] for the virtual machine pool for reasons of performance, security and availability of alternatives. UML can naturally only support Linux as guest-os inside its virtual machines. But Tele-Lab also wants to address people as users that are bound to Windows systems. A comparison of the available virtualization applications showed, that the VMware products and Xen [1] in combination with Intel’s VT (hardware-aided virtualization [17]) can host both Linux and Windows having Linux as os on the physical host. As it is to remark that Windows guest support is still only experimental in Xen [6], the free VMware Server3 is chosen for the virtual machine pool in this architecture.

Comparing the different virtualization solutions on the market also turned out that vendors and open source projects continuously enhance their software suites: more features, more guest os support, better performance. So being as independent as possible from a concrete virtual machine monitor should be the next objective. Therefore this paper defines possible states of the virtual machines and proposes an interface with functions to trigger the appropriate transitions for vm control.

Of course, security and reliability are important issues for an e-learning system on IT security. Facing the facts: the Tele-Lab server provides remote administrator access to virtual machines on the Internet. This concept rises lots of – partly vertical – security objectives:

- protect the Tele-Lab server from attacks from the internet,
- protect the Tele-Lab server from attacks from malicious vm users,
- protect the internet world and own network against malicious vm users and
- protect vm users against other malicious vm users.

The implementation of the described architecture must prevent attacks from the internet on the web interface (server, scripting interpreter and scripts) and the remote desktop access service. Attacks from inside a virtual machine mainly object the virtual machine monitor: attacks on the hypervisor itself or the attempt to execute own code on the physical machine – bypassing the vmm. Different solutions for some concrete security issues will be described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Please note that the protection against cross site scripting, code insertion or SQL injection through the user interface and security critical system updates have been considered to be an issue in implementation and administration, but will not be covered in detail here.

3See http://www.vmware.com/products/server
3.1 Virtual machine management and the generic vmm interface

The virtual machine pool consists of a number of virtual machines provided by the VMware server. Those virtual machines are run from different cloneable OS images, each image configured as user VM or victim VM for the one or more exercises. The VM pool is maintained by the Tele-Lab Control Server, a service on the physical host.

Virtual machine states Within Tele-Lab, virtual machines can have a set of different states. Those trigger associated actions in the control monitor – which makes up the virtual machine management. The defined states are:

- **down** – the VM is not running, virtual machine image files exist, the VM is registered with the vmm and could be booted
- **ready** – the VM was started and is running, VM has networking up and a working IP
- **assigned** – the VM has been requested for an exercise and is assigned to a user
- **crashed** – the VM has crashed due to misuse or other guest system errors, transitions to recovering
- **recovering** – the VM is being restored to original state and rebooted

Virtual machine control The control server for virtual machine management has been implemented as a Java application, that provides a web service running in an Apache Axis² webservice engine. Currently, the services are only accessed by scripts running on the Tele-Lab’s webservice. For security reasons, the Axis² only accepts connection requests from localhost via the loopback interface. At the moment, the control server provides three webservice:

- **VM request** – when a user requires a VM using the HTML control in the tutoring interface, the webserver calls a service to get a VM assigned. If there is a free (ready) machine, the control server assigns that VM to the user and prepares the remote desktop connection (see section 3.2).

- **Change virtual machine pool** – two more webservice enable Tele-Lab administrators to start additional or stop unused machines from a web-based admin interface. This changes the state of virtual machines between down and ready.

More webservice may come, when clustering and communication between nodes will be implemented (see section 4).

The other purpose of the control server is to periodically check all virtual machines’ states and eventually trigger actions:

- If a VM’s state is ready, everything should be in place. In a longer interval, the control server checks, if the VM is still answering (heartbeat ping) and has networking up. If not, the VM is recovered.

- Should a VM be right assigned to a user, the control server checks, if the remote desktop connection is still alive. If not, the VM is recovered, the connection is being cleaned up.

- A recovering VM is being restored to its original state. In this implementation, the VMware Server make recovery an easy task. The virtual machines have been configured to have non-persistent virtual hardisks. This means, changes to a VM during a session are cleaned up whenever the machine stops. Recovery becomes “powering off” and rebooting a VM. A recovering machine becomes ready, when the boot sequence is finished – which is periodically checked by the control monitor.

VMM interface Speaking of starting, stopping or powering off virtual machines, sending heartbeat pings or checking VM’s networking means using any of the virtual machine monitor’s interfaces. For automatic control purposes, this can be either a command line interface or some API. All necessary calls to the vmm are encapsulated within a class, that implements the interface VMControl, which defines the methods startVM(), stopVM(), recoverVM(), assignVM(), isAlive() and isConnected()

Currently, the interface is implemented in the VMwareControl class, which interacts with the CLI of the VMware Server. For example, a call to startVM() causes the VMwareControl object to execute `vmware-cmd /path/to/vm/config.vmx start`.

Like this, every method defined in the interface is mapped on database manipulation and CLI execution. Exceptions are assignVM() and isConnected(), which both also call functions for RDA connection control (see section 3.2).

When setting up the Tele-Lab server with a new virtualization software suite, a new class implementing the VMControl interface must be implemented.

3.2 Remote Desktop Access

Classic remote desktop connection environments are based on VNC (Virtual Network Computing), Windows RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol), X11 or terminal server solutions. The prototype of Tele-Lab server
used VNC because of its adaptive bandwidth and the integrated Java-applet client. Though, the choice of VNC has different backdraws. First of all, there is no free available proxy solution for VNC, which causes the need for dynamic reconfiguration of the firewall in the existing prototype. Second is the weak authentication in the VNC protocol which causes possible unauthorized access or connection hijacking. Third is the rather poor performance of VNC connections. Remote desktops provided via VNC usually “feel” slow and sluggish.

The described architecture proposes NX for the remote desktop connections. NX infrastructure and protocol offer features and performance that overcome the above described problems of VNC.

**NX features [12]**

NX is a client/proxy remote desktop suite which implements a custom NX protocol and a set of very efficient compression algorithms. A NX remote desktop connection consumes about 40 kbit/s of bandwidth. The NX server is implemented as a proxy and can forward local and remote X sessions as well as remote RDP or VNC sessions. The NX protocol uses SSH for authentication and SSL for optional connection encryption.

The listed features bring everything needed for the Tele-Lab server’s architecture. An RDA connection to a Linux machines tunnels the X server of a vm to the user, a remote desktop session on a Windows XP machine uses RDP via NX. The integration of SSH and SSL guarantees enhanced security.

Besides the official implementation of the NX server from NoMachine, there are two free variants of the server: the freeNX project and the 2X terminalservers. The implementation of this architecture uses the 2X server.

**NX server integration**

As already mentioned when describing the Tele-Lab control server in section 3.1, the remote desktop connection management is strongly connected to the virtual machine control. NX allows the configuration of remote desktop connections using nxs files (NX session). Those XML session files contain all necessary connection information as key-value pairs: server host, user credentials, connection parameters (screen size etc.), forwarding parameters and the SSH key.

NX session files are created by the vm control server, when a virtual machine are assigned to users. The files are stored into the document root of the Tele-Lab webserver. For security reasons, file names of the session files are scrambled via MD5. Both, filename and the session file itself are only transferred over HTTPS. When the session file has been established sucessfully, the assigned user must be enabled for NX. Therefore, the command line interface of the NX server is used. The control server executes nxserver --userenable the_username.

As this code example exposes, new users of the Tele-Lab server must also be registered to the NX server. This and other administration functionality is also implemented in the Tele-Lab control server. Further details and features of the admin interface of the Tele-Lab server cannot be covered by this paper for reasons of extensiveness.

For assigned virtual machines, the control server checks, if the connection is still alive. Execution of nxserver --list returns a list of active sessions.

The detection of an assigned vm with inactive connection triggers the immediate deletion of the corresponding generated NX session file.

**NX client integration**

There is a reliable working beta-version of the NX client as Java-applet available from NoMachine. With the so called NX WebCompanion the remote desktop can be integrated into the web-based tutor environment seamlessly. As described above, connection data is stored in an NX session file on the webserver, when a vm is assigned. The tutor script opens a popup browser window with the NX client applet and the URL of the session file as applet parameter. The applet establishes the connection (performs SSH authentications, SSL handshake and negotiation of connection parameters) and starts the remote desktop session.

For security reasons, users are not allowed to copy and paste between the remote desktop and their local desktop.

When the NX connection is quit by the user or interrupted otherwise, or if the virtual machine crashes during a session, vm and NX connection are rolled back to the original states.

### 3.3 More implementation details

The realisation of the proposed architecture consists of many more components than the above described. Design and implementation of the virtual machine management including the encapsulation of the virtualization solution and the integration of the tutoring environment with the virtual laboratory using the NX technology are just pointed out as the major issues.

Other important implementation aspects have been:

- design and realisation of portal and tutor user interfaces
- database design and optimization
- implementation of administration interface and functionality
- host system setup and configuration
• application and service configuration
• host networking configuration (physical and virtual network interfaces)
• complex host firewall configuration

Every single of the listed tasks poses little challenges described in detail by [19].

4 Conclusions and future work

The present paper describes an architecture for a comprehensive online e-learning solution for IT security. The proposal integrates a web-based tutoring application with a secure virtual laboratory environment. The virtual computer lab consists of various virtual machines. It is accessed via the internet using remote desktop connections. The architecture has been implemented successfully, content from previous Tele-Lab revisions is already integrated for several chapters.

Future work will focus on different aspects: concerning technology, a second implementation of the vmm interface (e.g. XenControl) will be implemented. For better performance (providing a larger number of virtual machines simultaneously) implementing clustering Tele-Lab servers could be a needful enhancement for the architecture. Other possible technology upgrades focus on collaborative learning: community tools, messaging and chat or even remote desktop assistance are considered to be integrated.

The second part of future work is the generation of content: implementation of learning units and exercise scenarios, compilation of courses for different learning levels and the identification of future topics.

Third and last aspect for the future is the evaluation of the system as e-learning tool: is learning (are awareness creation campaigns) with Tele-Lab IT-Security more efficient than with classical teaching methods? Currently, different high schools over germany test and evaluate a Tele-Lab course with lectures for scholars of different age.
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Abstract

Most online courses include some form of tests to evaluate the student’s performance. Some courses, in particular computer sciences courses, require hands-on training experiences. The NeOS Framework presented in this paper proposes an e-Learning tool developed supporting in particular hands-on training through programming exercises. The user locally develops his code in an editor-like user interface and then tests his source code on a well secured remote machine. In the case of programming exercises, the NeOS Framework supports computer aided evaluation as well as the cross check of solutions submitted. Furthermore, it offers several security measures at the system level by securing in particular the lab machines from being affected by attacks from the outside, and at the usage level by reducing the cheating possibilities.

1 Introduction

Due to the sustained advances in computer and networking technologies, Internet services and networked applications have become widely available and largely deployed. Leveraging from these developments, e-Learning has become more and more a focus in modern learning methods. It is no more necessary for students and teachers to stay at the same place at the same time, thus giving raise to the virtual classrooms which may additionally be customized to individual needs and requirements. The world wide knowledge is growing everyday and so everyone is now in a lifelong learning process to stay up to date. Virtual classrooms and e-learning in general heavily support this trend. Since the year 2000 the Swiss Virtual Campus [1] initiative promotes learning over the Internet at the Swiss Institutions of Higher Education. At the moment there are 82 courses online, covering a wide spectrum of disciplines. Among these courses is the Operating System Laboratory, OSLab [2] shortly presented in this paper.

Several companies are offering a wide range of e-Learning platforms which support online learning. The WebCT platform (Web Course Tools) [3] from Blackboard has been chosen for the Swiss Virtual Campus (SVC) online courses. In order to simplify the access to the SVC courses, a unique nation-wide user management has been deployed. Indeed, most Swiss universities are member of the SWITCHaai [4], a Swiss wide Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure. This Federated Identity Management enables course providers to use identity information across security domains, e.g. between individual universities (Fig. 1). Furthermore, it deals with issues such as interoperability, liability, security, privacy and trust. In fact with this large scale identity management it is possible to allow students to attend SVC courses at any university in Switzerland.

1.1 OSLab

The Operating System Laboratory, OSLab is an online course teaching students the principles of computer operating systems using a constructionist and problem-oriented learning approach. OSLab focuses on hands-on training experience of the students and is designed for university undergraduate students. It can be used as an integral coursework or as a complement to traditional lectures. The course shows a modular structure where each module covers one particular topic in a self-contained manner. The tutor responsible for the course can select modules according to the particular needs. Furthermore, the flexible structure easily allows adding new modules to the course. Prior to the OSLab we have developed a similar e-Learning course called VITELS (Virtual Internet and Telecommunications Laboratory of Switzerland) [5]. Experience with the use of VITELS revealed the need for a unified architecture for the hands-on assignments in the course. As it is proper to courses in computer science, as-
Assignments typically include programming tasks or solutions obtained from executing programs. Solutions to assignments can thus be well-defined which eases automatic evaluating as opposed to the evaluation of free-text solutions needing interpretation for assessing them. This particularity has been taken into account. Therefore, the following requirements have been defined within the OSLab project for the development of the NeOS (Neuchâtel Online System) hands-on framework:

**Compatibility with WebCT/VITELS course.** Integration into the used course work architecture and existing course.

**Authenticity.** Decreasing the possibilities to cheat.

**Computer aided evaluation.** Automated evaluation of hands-on tasks in a way the tutor only needs to verify the (automated) evaluation results.

**Flexibility.** Platform independence of the evaluation tool and generic customizable deployment.

**Ease of evaluation.** Support for a quick cross check of the solutions.

### 2 Design and Implementation

The presentation of design and implementation issues of the NeOS hands-on framework follows the order of the requirements list shown above. First, we describe the architecture compatible with the VITELS course and WebCT. Then, our authenticity solution is presented, and the computer aided evaluation is specified. At the end of this section, we finally present the implementation of the NeOS tools. The framework consists of three principal components. The NeOS Frontend Applet and the NeOS Backend Server are part of the user interface, and the NeOS Tutor Tool provides the interface for evaluating the assignments.

#### 2.1 Architecture

The VITELS course as well as the OS Lab course development is a collaborative effort including several partners. The hands-on assignment environment had been individually developed by the partners in the case of VITELS. As a consequence, a great variety of technologies had been used for the hands-on tasks. Some modules of the course used Java applets, others had the need of a direct connection to the lab computers only accessible with a Java implemented SSH console, and still others used Java applications running with the Java Web Start utility. However, all have in common the deployment on an Apache Tomcat Web server [6] which used a Shibboleth [7] called plug-in to support the authentication architecture of SWITCHaai.

When planning the new OS Lab modules, we realized that, in this course, most of the hands-on assignments would include programming tasks which could not be supported with the existing implementations. On one hand, there are simulators which need some source code as input. However, the required simulators are commonly too large to be loaded via the Internet. On the other hand, students shall develop Java programs to be tested on the lab machines. As these machines are firewall protected, the students would have to upload them through a secure SSH connection. While this is certainly a viable solution, it does not prevent students from uploading and executing malicious code.

Taking into account the requirements discussed above, two new components have been added to the existing system architecture as shown in 2: the NeOS Frontend Applet and the NeOS Backend Server. Both components are programmed in Java [9]. The NeOS Frontend Applet serves as as frontend for the students and is deployed on the Web server already used in VITELS. In this applet the students are able to program and to submit their program to the NeOS Backend Server, which is located on one of the lab machines. On this com-
computer the (Java) source code of the student will be executed either in a sandbox, or a simulator can be executed with its source code.

The communication protocol used in this architecture is depicted in Figure 3. First the user has to access the webpage on the Shibboleth Web Server where the NeOS Frontend Applet is stored (Fig. 3, A). If he is not authenticated, he will be rerouted to the SWITCHaai to do so (Fig. 3, B). With a successful authentication he will then be enabled to download the NeOS Frontend Applet into his browser and execute it there (Fig. 3, C). When the applet initializes itself, it establishes an SSH connection via the Shibboleth Web Server to the NeOS Backend Server (Fig. 3, D) running on the lab machine. This step concludes the setup phase and the user can now solve his task in the NeOS Frontend Applet. If the student wants to test his solution, the NeOS Frontend Applet will submit his solution directly via the SSH tunnel to the NeOS Backend Server (Fig. 3, E) where it will be executed. This last phase can be repeated as often as the user wants to.

2.2 Fingerprint

There are always some students which cannot resist to pass easily by just copying from their mates or cheating in some other way. These problems are even accentuated in an e-learning system, because of the lack of face-to-face interaction between students and tutors, the relative anonymity and the locality independence. In the VITELS course, the plain text output of a program or the program code itself has to be copied into the course portal. This makes it very easy to manipulate the result. In order to satisfy the requirement of authenticity while still preserving compatibility we had to devise a test such that the user still may copy his solution into the course portal. We thus included a RSA/DES encryption as shown in Figure 4 to ensure that the students cannot change their results before copying them to the portal. Additionally, we are adding the user name provided by the SWITCHaai to create a user specific unique fingerprint. Also all data needed to reproduce the student results are included to enable the tutor to check the computer aided evaluation described in the next section.

The information in the Fingerprint consists of:

- **User name.** Making the fingerprint unique for each user.
- **User modified files and random input.** Enabling the tutor to reproduce the results.
- **Simulation output.** Enables the tutor to check the computer aided evaluation.
- **Computer aided evaluation grade.** Results of the computer aided evaluation.

For security reasons the public key has to be stored on the lab machine and the private key is only distributed to the tutors of the course. Also the fingerprints in the course portal can only be downloaded by the corresponding tutor.

2.3 Computer Aided Evaluation

It is very complex to fully check the correctness of a program. We thus restrict the control to verify partial correctness, only. Partial correctness is defined here as follows: the output of the execution of a program for a certain input must be correct. A reference implementation producing correct output for the test inputs is
used to compare with the output obtained from the student’s solutions. According to Hoare [8] a task is correctly solved, if the execution of both programs with the same input produces equal outputs. This simple method for evaluating the correctness of the solutions submitted by the students can be formally described as follows:

\[
e(S, T) = \begin{cases} 
1 & : Q_A = Q_B \\ 
0 & : \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (1)
\]

with

\[
\{P\}S\{Q_A\} \\
\{P\}T\{Q_B\} \\
P - \text{Input} \\
S - \text{Reference Program} \\
T - \text{Student Program} \\
Q_A, Q_B - \text{Output}
\]

The output of both programs has to be significant, which means that one must avoid that the check will only be successful for one particular input. Therefore, the input for the program has to be randomly chosen out of a certain interval. For instance, in our simulator for process scheduling the number of threads can vary between 3 and 10. The user can thus not manipulate his program to create a static output that would match with the output of the reference program, thereby falsely resulting in a positive evaluation.

Since Hoare’s logic allows us, with the Rule of composition (Equation 2), to cut a program into several sequential pieces, we are also able to create a fine grained evaluation (Equation 3).

\[
\{P\}R_1\{Q_1\}, \{Q_1\}R_2\{Q_2\}, \cdots, \{Q_{n-1}\}R_n\{Q\} \\
\{P\}R_1; R_2; \cdots; R_n\{Q\} \\
E(S, T) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i(S_i, T_i) \quad (2)
\]

Such a piecewise evaluation of sequential parts of a program renders the evaluation even more accurate.

### 2.4 NeOS Applet

The NeOS Frontend Applet in the NeOS is the principle user interface. The screenshot in Figure 5 shows an example with a common use case. In order to satisfy the requirements of ease of use as well as of flexibility (i.e. the tool must be able to handle multiple diverse use cases), we decided to create a multi layer tabbing area since allowing for every part to be accessible with less than three clicks.

The first tab layer (Fig. 5, A) consists of five tabs. The first one, the source code tab is the area where the user may access a text area (Fig. 5, C). This area may be editable or not. For instance, the second tab layer in

Figure 5 labeled B shows four tabs referencing different Java classes. Among those, only the first one is an editable Java class while the other three are just Java interfaces which may be read but not modified.

The second first layer tab is the console tab where all the output from the NeOS Backend Server will be presented. This includes all error messages (e.g. compiler error messages) not concerning the simulation or execution of the user source file. The grade the student would achieve for his program is also displayed in this window.

The third tab shows the user the random input with which his source code and the reference implementation were executed. This allows the user to assess the output of his program.

The next tab is the Simulator Output. As the name says, it shows the user the output of both simulations. Depending on the use case, it is also possible to show the user different output views, e.g. standard output or error output. These different views are then shown in the second layer tab. The second layer tabs will thus change as compared to the situation shown in Figure 5.

The last tab in the first layer is the pass code area. If the computer aided evaluation was successful, the fingerprint is displayed in the text area C. This can then be copied and pasted to the WebCT portal, thus completing the task.

The tab area (Fig. 5, D) at the bottom of the window contains the send button to start the submission and execution of the NeOS Backend Server, a cancel button to stop the execution, the help button for further information and a reset button to restore the original state again.

### 2.5 NeOS Server

The NeOS Backend Server is the heart of the NeOS system. It consists of core and task specific modules which are loaded at startup. Thus, for each task a new instance of the NeOS Backend Server needs to be started. We created the following interfaces to adapt the NeOS Backend Server to the actual task in an easy way:

**Compiler interface:** implements tasks like compiling the files

**Simulator interface:** implements the execution of user programs

**Evaluation interface:** implements the computer aided evaluation

Each interface contains methods which have to be implemented depending on the actual task. Furthermore, a configuration file has to be adapted to the actual needs. The configuration allows to adapt the applet, to set the path to the working directory and to define the NeOS Backend Server implementation which it has to use.
Since our NeOS Backend Server is written in Java all simulations should be started as an external process via the ProcessBuilder included in Java. This process starter provides the ability to start any other program or script written in any programming language. If the simulation software is written in Java, it is also possible to use the Java internal security manager to restrict the accessibility of the simulation. This includes access to the hard disk or access to the network connectors. If non-Java programs are used, the executed program has to be put in an external sandbox.

Since a program which compiles correctly does not necessarily terminate upon execution, there was the need of an internal control mechanism. Therefore, we implemented as well a possibility to stop the simulation process after a certain time. So infinite loops will not disturb the system, and the program will just be terminated after a certain time depending on the use case.

Currently, the compiler interface supports the Java compiler. The other two interfaces concerning the simulator and the task evaluation depend on the particular tasks. A number of example implementations as well as some templates are available so far for these two interfaces. An implementation of the evaluation interface typically requires a method to compare the user program and the reference program outputs as described in Section 2.3. As an example, if eight out of ten output values are correct, a grade of 5 on a scale of 1 to 6 might be assigned (see Figure 6).

2.6 NeOS Tutor Tool

The NeOS Tutor Tool is intended to assist the tutor in evaluating the student's solutions. For every student, the tutor can review all the program code submitted as well as the input and output data, which are available through the students fingerprint as described in Section 2.2. Furthermore, the tool presents the results of the automatic evaluation. Figure 6 shows an example of the NeOS Tutor Tool user interface.

The results of the computer aided evaluation for a task are presented in a table (A in Figure 6). The tutor may now proceed to the final evaluation (tutor grade) by considering the grades provided automatically, by inspecting the program code submitted and the input respectively the output data, and by checking similarities between the different solutions of all the students.

For evaluating a student's solution, the tutor has to double click on the corresponding UserID, which opens up the user window (Fig. 6, B). There he has the possibility to grade the student and confirm it through the save button (Fig. 6, C). In the user window, all the details stored in the fingerprint can be reviewed through the tabs: the source code of the user, test input used for the simulation, and the simulation outputs (Fig. 6, D).

The different colors (or gray scales) in the UserID row
(Fig. 6, E) are a hint for the tutor that there are some parts in the solution of that student which are equal to the solutions of other ones. At the moment there are two colors (gray scales), red (dark) for a complete match and yellow (light) for a partial match. The checking is done file by file against all other submitted student solutions and the reference files. More details about this comparison can be obtained through the Similarities tab available in the user window (Fig. 6, D). An example of such a detailed view for the UserID "Sabina" is given in Figure 7. This view can be easily adapted to the tutor’s needs, since it is just an implementation of an interface as in the case of the ones of the NeOS Backend Server. At the moment, we just implemented a simple comparison which cuts out all uninteresting parts of the source code like spaces, tabs or braces. In our simple version the view shows for each file the UserID of the matches in a tree.

3 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented the NeOS Framework, which is an e-Learning tool developed to support especially hands-on training experiences. It consists of an Applet, a Server and a Tutor Tool, all implemented in Java. These tools allow for a user to locally program in an editor-like user interface and then test his source code on a well secured remote machine. At the moment the NeOS Framework is configured to work in the Swiss SWITCHaai and WebCT environment. It could, however, be adapted to any other environment by adding a corresponding user authentication mechanism.

An advantage of the NeOS Framework is the computer aided evaluation for programming tasks as well as the cross check of the student’s solutions for detecting plagiates. Both features are meant to assist the tutor in his task to evaluate the student. Furthermore, it offers several security measures at the system level by securing the lab machines from being affected by attacks from the outside, and at the usage level by reducing the cheating possibilities.

Based on further experiences in using the OSLab course, we will evaluate the system for improvements. Already in development is a single server solution, such that one instance of the NeOS Backend Server can handle multiple tasks as well as a more sophisticated duplicate checking system. The present framework is restricted to tasks related to programming. We therefor plan for the future to generalize the framework for use in courses of other disciplines.
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Abstract

The Signal Processing Department (ASB) at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) has created two online lab workbenches, one for electrical experiments and one for mechanical vibration experiments, mimicking and supplementing workbenches in traditional laboratories. Since some years, the workbenches are used concurrently with on-site ones in regular supervised lab sessions. The students are also free to use them on their own around the clock e.g. for preparation. The electronic workbench can be used simultaneously by many students. The aim of a project known as VISIR (Virtual Systems in Reality) founded by ASB at the end of 2006, is disseminating the online lab workbenches using open source technologies. The goal is to create a template for a grid laboratory where the nodes are workbenches for electrical experiments, located at different universities. This paper focuses on standards, pedagogical aspects, and measurement procedure requirements.

1 Introduction

During centuries scientists have performed physical experiments in order to verify and test theories and create proper mathematical models, describing reality well enough. Such experiments are the only way to “communicate” with nature and to learn its principles, often quite revealing. Only recently, it has been evident that mankind must live in symbiosis with nature and focus on sustainability and understanding. Thus, the demand for experimenters will increase. However, during recent decades the amount of hands-on laboratory work, for example, in engineering education has been reduced. The prime cause is clearly the task of handling the greatly increased student numbers, while staff and funding resources have scarcely changed [1].

Reducing the number of lab sessions is easy because laboratory work is seldom evaluated and the cost reduction obtained is often considerable. However, for example, ABET (Accreditation Board for Engi-
neering and Technology) in USA has pointed out that learning objectives for laboratory work must exist and be evaluated [2, 3]. Thus, the amount of hands-on laboratory work in a course must be correlated to the learning objectives of the course. Unfortunately, a substantial rise of base funding resources is not probable.

It is, of course, also fundamental for students to understand theories and mathematical models. Often appropriate and low cost tools are hand calculations and simulations. The use of computer simulations has increased very much in engineering education in the last decades. However, to properly assess differences between mathematical models and real world, experiments are indispensable [4, 5]. On the other hand traditional laboratories have limited accessibility and high running costs.

Nowadays, students want an extended accessibility to learning resources and increased freedom to organize their learning activities which is also one of the main objectives of the Bologna Process. From a technological perspective, such flexible education corresponds to an adequate exploitation of information, communication devices and infrastructures, especially the Internet. Today, many academic institutions offer a variety of web-based experimentation environments called remote laboratories that support remotely operated physical experiments [6-9]. This is one way to compensate for the reduction of lab sessions with face-to-face supervision.

The remote or online laboratories around the world are used in a variety of disciplines. However, the wide range of user interfaces is a problem for students and teachers. Efforts are being made to handle the situation. The iLabs project at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in USA, for example, has developed a suite of software tools that facilitates online complex laboratory experiments, and provides the infrastructure for user management [10]. A somewhat different approach would be to create a grid laboratory where the nodes are online lab workbenches distributed among a number of universities or other organizations. In such a laboratory intended for the same type of experiments it would be possible to organize supervised lab sessions with as many students or student teams working concurrently as are optimal for one instructor. Such supervised lab sessions could, for example, take place in a traditional laboratory where some students could use the local lab workbenches and others could perform the experiments remotely on distant grid nodes. Then it should be possible for each university to offer more time in the laboratory for its students.

In 1999, ASB started a remote laboratory project. Today ASB has two online lab workbenches, one for electrical experiments and one for mechanical vibration experiments, based on the BTH Open Laboratory concept [11]. The concept is about providing new possibilities for students to do laboratory work and become experimenters by adding online lab workbenches to traditional instructional laboratories to make them more accessible for students, whether they are on campus or mainly off campus. These workbenches are equipped with a unique interface enabling students to recognize on their own computer screen the instruments and other equipment most of them have previously used in the local laboratory.

At the end of 2006, ASB started the VISIR project together with National Instruments in USA and Axiom EduTech in Sweden, to disseminate the online laboratories at BTH using open source technologies. Axiom EduTech is a supplier of education, technical software, and engineering services for noise and vibration analysis. The project is financially supported by BTH and by VINNOVA (Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems).

What type of instructional laboratory would be feasible for creating a template for a grid laboratory? There are reasons for starting with a grid laboratory for electrical experiments:

- There are instructional electronics laboratories at most universities around the world containing the same equipment, (oscilloscopes, waveform generators, multi-meters, power supplies, and solderless breadboards) although models and manufacturers may vary. Such laboratories are already in a way a de facto standard.
- There are standards defining the functionality for instruments common in an electronics laboratory. The IVI Foundation is a group of end user companies, system integrators, and instrument vendors, working together defining standard instrument programming interfaces [12].
- Today BTH has an online electronics laboratory running in regular education where the software produced is released as open source [13].

Then this template can be used for designing grid laboratories for other areas. ASB has identified a laboratory for mechanical vibration experiments as an appropriate candidate because those lab workbenches are very expensive and the mathematical models are not accurate enough even for introductory courses.

2 The Open Electronics Lab at BTH

An experiment is a set of actions and observations, performed in the context of solving a particular problem. Experiments are cornerstones in the empirical approach to acquire a deeper knowledge of the physical world but also an important approach to verify that a model is accurate enough. The experimenter sets up and operates the experiment with his or her hands and/or with actuators. As an example, a lab
workbench in an instructional laboratory for low-frequency analog electronics at BTH is shown in Fig. 1. The student wires a test circuit on the breadboard with the fingers and uses instruments to measure what s/he cannot perceive directly with the human senses as, for example, the electrical current. The experiments possible to perform in this environment are mainly limited by the set of components provided by the instructor.

In instructional laboratories at most universities, there are a number of lab workbenches where the same number of students or usually pair of students performs experiments supervised by an instructor. The students are permitted to be in the laboratories only during lab sessions when an instructor is present. The number of lab workbenches in a laboratory is usually selected, considering how many students an instructor can supervise if a workbench is not too expensive. Typically, electronics instructional laboratories are equipped with eight identical workbenches. Fewer lab workbenches mean more teaching hours per course but less investment. It is a pedagogical advantage if the lab workbenches are identical because the students can then perform the same experiments in each session and in the correct order required by the syllabus. On the other hand, it implies larger investments i.e. more duplicates of each instrument [9].

In electronics, it is possible to perform the same experiment in different time scales by selecting the electrical size of the components. This “feature” is used in the online electronics laboratory at BTH containing only one workbench to allow simultaneous access by time sharing. A single workbench can replace a whole laboratory with many workbenches. The maximum duration of a single experiment i.e. circuit creation and measurement procedure is currently set to 0.1 second to get a reasonable response time even with a large number of experimenters. The experiments are set up locally in each client computer. Only by pressing a Perform Experiment button the experimenter sends a message containing a description of the desired circuit and the instrument settings to the workbench (server). If the workbench is not occupied, the experiment procedure is performed in a predefined order, and the result or an error message is returned to the requesting client computer. Otherwise, the request is queued.

The online lab workbench at BTH is different versus the traditional one in Fig.1. It is, of course, not possible for students to manipulate the components and wire a desired circuit on the breadboard with their fingers remotely. A type of circuit-wiring robot e.g. a relay switching matrix must be used. The instruments are plug-in boards installed in the PXI chassis connected to the host computer as shown in Fig. 2. This chassis and its contents are manufactured by National Instruments. The corresponding virtual front panels are photographs of the front panels of the instruments in Fig. 1. As an example, a screen dump displaying the multi-meter is shown in Fig. 3. The card stack on the top of the PXI chassis in Fig. 2 is the switching matrix. A subset of the components a teacher or the laboratory staff has installed in the matrix is displayed on the client computer screen adjacent to a virtual breadboard where the student wires the desired circuit to control the matrix. It is possible to assemble a circuit with up to 16 nodes by engaging a number of relays in the matrix. Apart from a controller board the card stack contains two types of board: one with component sockets and one for connecting instruments. The nodes passing all boards can be connected to sources, instruments, and/or components installed in the sockets via relay switches. The online electronics laboratory at BTH is used in three ways:

- In supervised lab sessions in the local laboratory where the students can select if they want to perform the experiments locally or remotely. However, in the first lab session it is mandatory to do the wiring on the real breadboard.
- In supervised lab sessions in distance learning courses where the students are scattered all over the country. Various communication methods are used to communicate between the students themselves and between the students and the instructor.
- Students can prepare supervised lab sessions and perform the experiments at home knowing that the equipment in the traditional laboratory look the same and behave in the same way. They can also repeat experiments afterwards. Especially inexperienced or less confident students requiring more time appreciate these
possibilities. A student wanting, for example, to master the oscilloscope can practice at home without anybody watching.

![Figure 2: Equipment Server](image)

Figure 3: Screen dump showing the multimeter

So far the research has been focused on recreating as accurately as possible the laboratory experience for the remotely based learner. Remote desktop software and MS Messenger has been used for communication. More advanced communication means will be adopted [14].

3 The VISIR project

The aim of the VISIR project is to form a group of cooperating universities and other organizations, a VISIR Consortium, creating/modifying software modules for online laboratories using open source technologies and setting up online lab workbenches [15]. A number of such scattered lab workbenches may be nodes in a grid laboratory. The VISIR Initiative is not confined to electronics laboratories but the VISIR project has started with lab workbenches for electrical experiments, since that is an easy and straightforward application to demonstrate the powerful concept. So far, the following universities are participating or are interested in participating in the project FH Campus Wien in Austria, University of Deusto in Spain, University of Genoa in Italy, Princess Sumaya University for Technology in Jordan, Carinthia University of Applied Sciences in Austria, Gunadarma University in Indonesia, UNINOVA (Institute for the Development of New Technologies) in Portugal, and ISEP (Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto) in Portugal. The first two universities have already implemented online workbenches using the currently released software. BTH will act as a hub for the development and maintain a server from which the current version of the software can be downloaded.

The overall goal of the VISIR project is aimed at increasing the access to experimental equipment in many areas for students, without raising the running cost per student significantly for the universities. The means are shared online laboratories created by universities in cooperation and supported by instrument vendors. Sharing of laboratories may lead to sharing of course material. The ultimate goal of our research at BTH is ubiquitous physical experimental resources, accessible 24/7 for everyone, gender neutral, as a means of inspiring and encouraging children, young people and others to study engineering and become good professionals or to be used as a means of life-long learning.

4 A grid laboratory for electrical experiments

Grid computing has emerged as a way to harness and take advantage of computing resources across geographies and organizations. Grid architecture for an electronics laboratory similar to the BTH one has been published [16, 17]. In this grid-based laboratory a measurement workflows execution service takes care of executing the measures according to the rules and sequence described in a measurement workflow repository. It invokes instrument services and manages multi-user concurrent sessions on the same physical test bench. The composition of measurement workflows is in charge to teachers, who provide the description of the measurement process in terms of, for example, instruments activation process. Sharing one lab workbench is the same approach as in the current online laboratory at BTH. On the other hand knowing how to handle the measurement process is an important part of lab assignments. To display a transient on the oscilloscope, for example, the oscilloscope must first be armed and then the transient is started. Each student or student team in front of a client computer should have a workbench at their own disposal for exclusive access as in the local laboratory. Then the Perform Experiment button is no longer required.

It should be possible to organize a grid laboratory distributed among universities around the world. The workbenches should be the proper grid nodes. Smaller nodes are not feasible because the instru-
ments and the circuit under test must be located close together. The instruments and the circuit creation manipulator would be device services accessible by the lab clients via virtual front panels or a virtual breadboard, Fig. 4, 5. Web services prescribe XML-based messages conveyed by Internet protocols such as SOAP. However, real-time performance requires protocols without significant latencies and overhead. For example, the oscilloscope display should be updated at least every second.

It is possible to combine a virtual front panel representing a particular instrument from one manufacturer with the corresponding hardware from another as long as the performance of the hardware matches that of the depicted instrument. The VISIR client software package is modular and it is recommended that every university creates virtual front panels representing the instruments they have in their local laboratories to preserve the student's context.

Instrument I/O is a well-studied domain with established industrial standards. Most commercial products follow the Virtual Instrument System Architecture (VISA) or the Interchangeable Virtual Instrument (IVI) standards [18]. The IVI foundation creates instrument class specifications. There are currently eight classes, defined as DC power supply, Digital multi-meter (DMM), Function generator, Oscilloscope, Power meter, RF signal generator, Spectrum analyzer, and Switch. Within each class a base capability group and multiple extension capability groups are defined. Base capabilities are the functions of an instrument class that are common to most of the instruments available in the class. For an oscilloscope, for example, this means edge triggering only. Other triggering methods are defined as extension capabilities. For example, the functions supported by the VISIR oscilloscope are listed in Table 1. The goal of the IVI Foundation is to support 95% of the instruments in a particular class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IviScopeBase</td>
<td>Base Capabilities of the IviScope specification. This group includes the capability to acquire waveforms using edge triggering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IviScopeWaveformMeas</td>
<td>Extension: IviScope with the ability to calculate waveform measurements, such as rise time or frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IviScopeTrigger Modifier</td>
<td>Extension: IviScope with the ability to modify the behavior of the triggering subsystem in the absence of a expected trigger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IviScopeAuto-Setup</td>
<td>Extension: IviScope with the automatic configuration ability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not necessary to use IVI drivers but to enable interchangeability between grid nodes VISIR recommends functions and attributes defined by the IVI Foundation to be used to describe the capabilities of the lab hardware. In this way it should be possible to create a standardized approach which is easy to adopt.

5 Conclusions and future work

BTH is disseminating software for an online workbench comprising the same equipment as a workbench in a traditional instructional electronics laboratory. Two universities have already implemented such workbenches using the VISIR software. A number of students can perform experiments on each of these online workbenches simultaneously by time sharing. However, each remote student or student team should have a workbench at their own disposal to be able to control each step of the measurement process. A way to reach this ideal situation would be increasing the number of online workbenches and organize them in a grid. Further research seems to be required to get real-time performance comparable.
with that of the local workbench when a web service approach is to be adopted. The goal is to offer free access to experimental equipment for students and a lab experience that is as genuine as possible despite the lack of direct contact with the actual lab hardware. The universities will also be able to produce experimenters without increased running cost per student.
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Abstract

This paper presents a remotely accessible Telecom Intelligent Network (IN) simulator, centered on the Basic Call State Mode (BCSM). This model is a Finite State Machine which describes the behavior of IN services in the call processing. The simulator is dedicated to the students in Telecom and allows them to get acquainted with the operation of the IN Service Control Point (SCP) in different scenarios they can imagine.

1 Introduction

Intelligent Networks were created to enhance and to diversify the telecommunication services in fixed and mobile networks.

Considering the architecture of "service switching" that is put "on-top" circuit switching and packet switching, IN is an add-on to a "service-independent" telecom network. That is, intelligence is taken out of the switches and placed (as "middleware") in separated computer nodes that are distributed throughout the network. This provides the network operator with the means to develop and control services more efficiently, with minimum dependencies of the infrastructure. New capabilities can be rapidly introduced into the network.

Once introduced, services can be easily customized to meet individual client’s needs.

2 Service Creation, Service Creation Environment

Many Intelligent Network software vendors have completed service creation software with state-of-the-art computer graphics, to eliminate the need for traditional programming methods. After some practical studies, IN software vendors found out that it is better to develop services in a graphical way because in this way it becomes not only more clear but also accessible to "service integrators" that can be more rather better acquainted to usability of services (according to end-customers' social and cultural profile) than to software development. Through the use of menu-driven software, services are created by introducing various service parameters.

Figure 1 below provides an example of a service-independent-building-block (SIB) approach to create IN services. Play announcements, collect digits, call routing, and number translation SIB-s are shown.

The SSP (Service Switching Point) is basically a SSS (Switching Sub-System) enhanced with extra digit processing (to detect the "IN codes" in the prefix of the dialed digits). The SSS capability to play announcements is also essential for the IN. Routing the call is an SSP function.

Number translation is an SCP capability.

By arranging these four capabilities (and these corresponding SIB-s) in various combinations, services such as 0800 with interactive dialing, outgoing call screening, and area number calling can be created.
The IN standard was defined by ITU (International Telecommunication Union) and proposed that every functionality of the IN should be separated into different elements, allowing this way the addition of other elements (SIB-s made by other vendors) to the IN, and the interoperation of IN elements in the same system. Services can be developed using different combinations of SIB-s, leveraging this way the services analysis and their interoperation, as well as pre-testing before their implementation.

SIB-s are described by the ITU-T standard as being abstract procedural blocks which can process a number of inputs to change the behavior of the service and to generate local data.

3 Using LabView as a “service creation tool” and its educational benefits

We have implemented a didactical Basic Call State Model using National Instruments LabView.

The main reasons we have used LabView are:

- It is a graphical development environment, being very close to commercial tools dedicated to service creation. LabView has the excellent “merge” of logical diagram – the so-called software organigram – and of hardware block-schematics. In fact, it allows a pure co-design, and only after this the project can be implemented in hardware/firmware/netware/software according to technological availabilities.

- It includes VI Templates (.VIT files pre-fabricated) that are very well suited for finite-state-machines (the "Standard State Machine" VIT with the diagram of figure 2).

- It gives the possibility to extend the functionality of an existing service application by the interconnection of virtual instruments (VI-s); every VI, for example, could represent a SIB.

With this project our goal was to develop a simple example of IN Finite State Machine, that students can test in different own scenarios.

Our implementation of the Basic Call State Model supports the "Free-Phone" service, the number that is implemented in the simulator is 0800111.
4 Remote Simulation and laboratory, server deployment

The BCSM simulator resides in a Microsoft Windows 2003 server, and can be accessed via Internet at http://82.78.149.213:30700/identity1.html

LabView has an integrated web server which allows different kind of VI-s panels to be viewed and controlled remotely. In order to successfully deploy the web-server the following configurations are needed:

- set the port number of the web-server
- choose the “VI” file that contains the simulation you want to run
- complete the information text boxes of the “web publishing tool”: name of the simulation, copyright and so on.

One has to take into consideration that the LabView web server is set by default to use port number 80 (for the http protocol) but if another “main” web server (for example Microsoft IIS) that also uses port 80 has to run on that machine, then LabView web server has to run on another port.

5 Operation of the simulator

The application has two modes of user interaction:

- One is when the user is not implied into the handling of events, it is just an observer. To enter this mode one has to leave un-checked the “User interaction needed” checkbox (see figure 3).
- The other mode, more interactive, needs the user to select some of the decisions in order to handle a call. These decisions are called Detection Points (DP-s).

PIC-s (Points In-Call) represent the call processing state of the flexible service logic that emulates the SCP, i.e. a running procedure in the basic call process.

DP-s (Detection Points) are points between the PIC-s at which the call processing may be suspended in order to invoke actions of the service logic (they are associated with the interrupt events that are taking the BCSM to our out of a state) i.e. asking for new instructions or data (“parameters”) before the call processing continues or sending notifications to the flexible service logic.

Figure 4 presents the two (interconditioned) BCSM: the Originating BCSM (O-BCSM) that represents the behavior of the IN at the calling party side and the Terminating BCSM (T-BCSM) that operates at the called party side (that can be very far away from O-BCSM; nevertheless, some signaling is needed between O- and T-BCSM).

The BCSM “demonstrator” was done by implementing one representative service (the “Freephone”) and the toll free number that has to be called is 0800111.
If the destination number ("Called Party" or "B-Party" number dialed has the prefix of 0800 then the BCSM will analyze:

- The day of the week
- The time interval (inside three shifts of the day)
- The digits of the suffix (the numbers coming after the prefix)

According to this analyzed information it will take the corresponding decisions on routing the call to the physical numbers available (and implemented in the "routing table" that is the database associated to the "Freephone" service in the SCP).

As the digit analysis includes also the processing of the "Calling Party" (or "A-Party") number, the IN will route the call according to the following rules:

- "Origin-dependent" routing: the call is routed to the telecom switch that is closest to A-Party (they were considered, as an example, three Romanian county capital towns, Brasov, Braila and Timisoara, as well as the capital of Romania, Bucharest and two main telecom operators, RomTelecom and RDS-RCS (see figure 5)

- "Time-dependent" routing:
  - If it is Sunday the routing will be made automatically to the capital of the country and the called number 0800111 will be translated to 0210800080 or to 0310800080 if A-Party had a RomTelecom or RDS-RCS number respectively (than origin dependency was also considered).
  - If it is Saturday, the routing will be made "origin-dependent" (considering the A-Party number's prefix, <area code>) to the closest regional telecom switch, but the called number 0800111 will be translated only to the number <area code>0800800
  - If it is one of the working days (Monday to Friday), the routing is done according to the A-Party - caller's - number prefix and to the time interval (time shift). The called number 0800111 will be translated to <area code>080080<the number representing the time shift - 1, 2, or 3>

6 Examples of how students can test the calls

In order to make a traditional call (to RomTelecom or RDS-RCS numbers), without using specific IN numbers (with prefixes – "IN codes" that represent different IN services), one has to use the prefix of “02” or “03” (respectively) – which are area codes – and 8 additional digits in order to have a correct and complete telephone number. So, a normal telephone number has to have 10 digits and the traditional routing of the call will be "destination-dependent". If the prefix of the B-Party (called number) has one of these two values (02 or 03) then the call is considered to be a simple one, that doesn’t use IN services. An example of a regular call (without the use of an IN service) is given in figure 6:
The panel of the BCSM.VI is given in figure 8. Auto-correction of numbers (by truncation of last digits or, on the opposite, adding zeros in place of undialed last digits) was also implemented. If this option isn't chosen, the student will be invited to re-dial wrong numbers (see figure 9).

Figure 8: Panel of the BCSM.VI
7. Conclusions and further development

The authors synthesized didactical experience, accumulated at "Transilvania" University of Brasov – Romania, with telecom experience offered by Siemens Program and System Engineering Romania which is a real "Teaching Company". LabView was preferred as the most outstanding "instrumental IT" development and test environment. Its good visualization enables students to see, in step-by-step mode, animated flow of information through a system, with instant values that are plotted in the nodes, giving the possibility to pause and analyze the conditioning.

Remote access is very easy via Internet as LabView "Run-Time Engine" is automatically plugged-in most of the browsers. The authors programmed the automatic Grant Control at the LabView web server and let the BCSM.VI to run continuously.

IN behavioral models can be further extended with new SIB-s in the university laboratory works, and further on, new services can be implemented.
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Abstract

With the ongoing internationalization of virtual laboratories, the integration of such infrastructures becomes more important. The meanwhile commonly accepted 'glue' for such legacy systems are service-oriented architectures, based on standardized and accepted Web service standards.

We present our concept of the 'experiment as a service', where the idea of service-based architectures is applied to virtual remote laboratories. In our laboratory middleware, experiments are represented as stateful service implementations. We discuss performance, reliability and security in this approach, and show how our solution - the Distributed Control Lab - is applied in the European VetTrend project.

1 Introduction

The Distributed Control Lab (DCL) is a virtual laboratory at the Hasso-Plattner-Institute in Potsdam, which enables the remote usage of experiments for teaching purposes. Authenticated users can submit control programs for an experiment by the help of different front-ends, such as the Web interface, a development environment plugin or a command-line interface. Each control program by a particular user is called a job, which is executed by a matching experiment controller that steers the according physical experiment hardware.

The DCL infrastructure is responsible of distributing incoming jobs to available experiments. Multiple experiments of the same type, being able to handle the same kind of job, are called experiment types. The infrastructure supports both physical experiments and simulations for the same experiment type. Simulations are intended to help out in case of high load on experiments, e.g. before a student assignment deadline. Simulations can act as full replacement for the real experiment in most cases, since students submit most of their jobs for checking the correctness of their control application. This only demands mainly a compiler run for the control program in the particular runtime environment, but not a real execution of physical activities [4, 6].

Beside the support for teaching activities, research in the DCL project covers the question of protecting the infrastructure against malicious code, which can potentially harm experiment hardware or execution nodes. It utilizes techniques such as automated source code analysis, run-time monitoring and dynamic adaptation for protecting the experiment infrastructure [5].

Within the DCL, several real-time control experiments have already been integrated. Figure 1 gives an overview of some experiments connected to the DCL.

Foulcault’s Pendulum as an experiment imitates Leon Foucault’s famous experiment for measuring the earth rotation. An iron ball is used for the pendulum that can be accelerated using an electro-magnet connection to a control-PC via USB. Two orthogonal laser-based light barriers provide position information about the swinging ball. In this experiment, students have to implement an algorithm which evaluates the light barriers and switches the magnet on and off to keep the pendulum swinging.

A second experiment is the Higher Striker, which works like a linear motor. Seven electro-magnets are placed around a tube of glass and can be used to accelerate an iron cylinder. Light barriers among the tube can be used to determine the position of the cylinder. The task of the experiment is to analyze the datastream sampled from the light-barriers and generate a control data-stream for the magnets to move the cylinder to the top of the tube. The electro-magnets and the light barriers are sampled by a control-PC with a fre-
quency of 38.4 KHz. We use this experiment to teach the programming of embedded real-time control applications and students compare different real-time operating systems on the control-PC.

Another experiment shown in Figure 1 is a model of an assembly line controlled by a programmable logic controller (PLC). In addition to the control program, which has to be implemented in a PLC-language (IEC 61131), monitoring and HMI components are implemented as Java and .NET programs, which be uploaded via our laboratory infrastructure. Students can use this experiment to experience heterogeneous embedded control systems. Further experiments also include the programming of Lego NXT robots and various simulators for our physical experiment installations.

1.1 Motivation

For several years, the DCL installation at HPI was based on a proprietary distributed .NET application. Both the experiment controllers and the job scheduler where realized with the .NET 1.1 framework, where components interact through a proprietary remoting technology. Meanwhile, new intended experiment types require the experiment controllers to be implemented in Java and other languages that are either not or badly supported by the .NET environment. This requirement motivated the usage a service-oriented middleware, in order to integrate different execution platforms for the experiment controllers.

Within the Vet-Trend project, we are also investigating the integration of experiment installations from different organizations. Since different technologies and execution platforms are in use in the field, a way must be found to integrate these heterogeneous systems. This requirement motivated the usage of commonly accepted Web Services standards to access the experiment installations.

Another motivation to improve the architecture of the DCL was the separation of compile and execution step for single experiment runs. In the old architecture both steps have been coupled together, causing many users to wait for a compilation, while the physical experiment was in use by a long running job.

Our new implementation of the DCL middleware builds upon earlier research results in the area of service-oriented architectures, which are briefly described in the following section.

2 Stateful Service Concept

In order to realize the DCL as service-based distributed environment, we applied results from our earlier Service Infrastructure research [8] to the domain of remote/virtual laboratories. Our stateful service approach extends the idea of stateless Web services with the explicit notion of service instances. Client applications (such as workflow engines in typical SOA environments) are enforced to perform an explicit service instantiation through a factory operation. The factory returns a reference to a logical service instance, which is described as WS-Addressing-compliant XML document [2]. This document is then used by the client for subsequent service invocations, which are all automatically related the initially created session between client and server.

A logical service instance represents a stateful entity to the client, but does not necessarily need to be realized by only one physical service instance on a particular server. This slightly extends the idea of standard Web service frameworks, where services are referenced by an endpoint URI for a particular service instance on a particular machine. Instead, all clients communicate with an coordination layer that routes SOAP requests (specifically the SOAP body) to a matching execution host. All logical and physical instances relate to their according service implementation, which is realized as binary Web service component, such as a Java Servlet or a .NET Assembly. The kind of implementation for the particular service is transparent to the client in this case, and depends only on the available kind of execution hosts.

In our stateful service concept, a logical service instance has query-able state and monitoring information, expressed by uniformly accessible attributes. Our
implementation uses the specifications for the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) to allow interaction with stateful SOAP implementations. WSRF combines the WS-ResourceProperties (WS-RP) specification, which defines read, write and list operations for Web service attributes [1], and the WS-ResourceLifetime (WS-RL) specification, which defines operations and WS-RP attributes for managing the lifetime of a service instance [7]. Since both the attribute access and the lifetime management is independent from the particular service implementation, clients can access and utilize this functionalities in all cases. The according query and update operations become automatically part of the service interface, as defined in the according standards.

- Stateful interaction with services is made available to the client in an interoperable and standardized manner.
- For scalability and fail-over issues, new services can be deployed during runtime. They can utilize additional execution resources on demand, without effecting active requests and their clients.
- Clients and services are loosely coupled. Service access and state data access do not relate to a particular execution host.

In order to transfer the Service Infrastructure concepts to the virtual laboratory application scenario, we compared the DCL concepts for the old infrastructure and the stateful service concepts of the ASG infrastructure. The resulting mapping is shown in Table 1. Each DCL experiment controller, the software component to execute jobs on physical experiment hardware, can be represented by an experiment execute service implementation. It provides the necessary interfaces to execute jobs and query job results. Since most of the experiments expect the source code of a control application as input, we also introduced the notion of a compile service. A compile service is specific to an experiment type (as the execute service) and transforms source code to an executable binary, which can be directly passed to an execution service of a given experiment type.

The decoupling of compilation and job execution improves the scalability of single experiment types. Execute services act as proxy for the physical hardware, and can therefore not be duplicated to multiple physical instances on multiple computers. In contrast, the compiler service acts as self-contained functional unit, and can be replicated over multiple execution hosts. As described in Table 1, every job for an experiment type can be represented by creating a logical instance for an execute service. The mapping between logical instances and physical instances is managed by the coordination layer. Each client therefore can operate its own logical instance (or session) for an experiment. The central request processing module queues the incoming requests for the available physical instances. The standardized support for service attributes allows a unified representation of job results. Each physical instance can store job results from the experiment run as attribute values. The infrastructure relates such saved attribute values to the logical instance triggering the operation, and stores the value and related logical service instance identifier in a central database. If the client now queries its logical instance for some current attribute value, the coordination layer can provide the latest data made available by the execution service or the compile service. This decouples write and read operations for experiment data, and decouples clients from particular execution hosts for compilation or experiment services.

Figure 2. Service Infrastructure

A first implementation of this infrastructure model was realized and tested in the Adaptive Services Grid project for a period of 18 months. Figure 2 shows how the logical service instances for the client are managed by a coordination layer, which schedules and manages the incoming requests for the available set of physical service instances. New service implementations can be deployed at runtime, in which case the coordination layer chooses the right execution host for the binary (service placement). Service access is monitored by the request processing components, which supports the unified gathering of monitoring information for all service types. Service implementations can use a central storage facility to provide attribute values to the client or to save their own state between invocations. The atomic services can either implement some functionality by them self or act as proxy for external functionality.

2.1 Experiments as a Service

The experience with the existing Service Infrastructure from the ASG project showed the relevance of some architectural patterns for the identified DCL problems:

- Due to the usage of standardized SOAP-based protocols, client and infrastructure implementation can rely on different platforms.
In the following section, we will now describe the implementation of the updated DCL based on the stateful service concept.

3 Implementation Details

In the current implementation of the DCL infrastructure, new available experiments must be announced by providing an implementation of execute and compile service for a particular experiment type. The experiment provider uploads a service package as binary file, containing the service implementation and a deployment descriptor (see figure 3). The deployment descriptor contains meta-data such as scheduling configurations, a description of the experiment for the front-end display, properties of the service and the experiment type that is used to group compile and execute services. During the registration process, the WSDL of the compile and the execute service is augmented with the necessary operations defined by the WSRF standards for property and life-time management.

To use an experiment a logical service instance for a compile service and for a execute service has to be created by the front-end on behalf of the end user. The created instances allow the usage of an experiment by invoking the standardized ExecuteExperiment or CompileExperiment method on the logical instance. The DCL coordination layer ensures that a working physical service instance exists for any logical instances being successfully created. If necessary, it places a new service by loading the according service package to a remote host. Results of the experiment runs are centrally stored and can be accessed via the resource properties of the logical service instance. Experiment hardware cannot be shared among multiple jobs. Therefore, the coordination layer has to support the serialization of invocations for physical service instances.

Listing 1 shows a sample implementation of an execute service for the Lego NXT robot experiment. Users can write control programs for robot movement, and submit it to the infrastructure in order to see the resulting physical activities of the experiment hardware. In the implementation, the class NxtExecuteService derives from the WebService base class, indicating the implementation of a new Web Service. Each execute service must implement the ExecuteExperiment method, which receives the program image to be executed as binary array. The method is called by the coordination layer, based on the next request to be handled from the queue of pending logical instance calls.

As first step in the example implementation, a camera recording is started to save a video of the robot’s movements during the job execution. Then the binary program image is transferred to the NXT via a Bluetooth connection. After the execution of the job, which is indicated over the Bluetooth connection, results of the experiments are saved in the infrastructure. The DCL implementation automatically determines the related logical instance being called and can therefore provide a generic attribute access library for experiment services. This simplifies the programming model, since the integrators of new experiments don’t need to consider the logical instance handling of the coordination layer.

Listing 2 shows a shortened example for the implementation of a client using an experiment and fetching the results afterwards. In the listing, logical instances
for compile and execute service are created first. Each service instance is represented by an endpoint reference object, in accordance to the WSRF specification. The ExecuteExperiment method returns after the finalization of the control program, or after the maximum time allowed for execution has been expired. The result of the experiment run can be acquired by accessing the according service attributes with the WS-RP operations.

All DCL experiments are currently accessible over the Internet. Therefore it must be ensured that only authorized users can access the experiments. The DCL infrastructure requires authentication data to be present in a SOAP request as described by the WS-Security Username Token Profile [3]. Furthermore, clients and experiment developers are free to use other WSS-compliant mechanisms to protect the message body.

3.1 Scheduling

The classification and different treatment of incoming requests is another demand on virtual laboratory middleware, identified in the practical experiences with the classical DCL infrastructure. An open access to researchers, students and guest users at the same time demands a prioritization of specific requests according to the user identity.

In order to schedule Web service requests in our infrastructure according to an assigned priority, two problems needed to be solved. First, the priority decision value that is encoded in the SOAP message needs to be accessed. As most Web service stacks abstract from the communication handling, the access to priorities is usually not possible before the request processing starts. This prevents a re-ordering of incoming requests according to some priority setting. The problem was solved by intercepting the SOAP processing in the Web service stack, and analyzing the incoming raw XML data in a custom preprocessing handler. This step also covers the reaction on WSRF-compliant request messages, for example for the attribute access, which is not covered by the service implementation itself. The solution provides fast access to the priority values and allows the correct routing of the result messages.

Some of the experiment hardware requires a recovery phase between successive jobs. This is implemented by according queuing strategies in the coordination layer implementation.

Using our central scheduling approach, we are able to tolerate crash-faults of experiment controller machines, by having execution hosts installed on redundant computers. Before executing a job, the coordination layer checks whether the chosen physical service instance is still operational. If this is not the case, a physical service instance on another host is used. If no more physical instances are available, the coordination layer can also decide to deploy the service implementations to another empty machine. The infrastructure supports the addition of new execution hosts at run time.
time, which allows the immediate reaction on failures without down time for the whole infrastructure.

In a future step, we plan to delegate jobs to multiple physical service instances in parallel and choose a result according to a voting mechanism. This mechanism is independent from the location of the execution host, and can therefore support fail-over scenarios between multiple interconnected virtual labs. For the sake of extensibility, the coordination layer itself is not aware of the deployment format of a service package. At the moment, our infrastructure contains two different types of service containers – one type to process .NET Web services, and one type for JAX-WS Web services. Since all incoming requests contain the information about the logical service instance, successive jobs need not to be processed by the same physical instance. This supports both load balancing and fault tolerance for a particular experiment type, under the assumption of reliable central data storage.

4 Operational Experiences

Within the VET-Trend project, we started a first pilot effort for integrating experiment installations at the Technical University Darmstadt and at the Hass-Plattner-Institute. TU Darmstadt is operating a remote laboratory for reconfigurable hardware modules, which can be programmed and tested by according tools. In order to perform the integration, TU Darmstadt is going to implement a service interface for their experiments, which will be used by our infrastructure. Beside the batch mode programming of hardware modules, we also identified the need for an interactive mode, which is required to perform test cycles at the downloaded hardware configuration. The interactive mode will realized as stream-based interaction with an experiment during the execution of a job.

Practical tests showed that the usage of SOAP messaging to query information about experiment runs is the most time consuming task in the new infrastructure. Since most of the job-related information remains constant during their life-time, we integrated several caches in parts of the infrastructure. With this technique, the number of fully processed service invocations at the coordination layer was dramatically reduced.

In the current implementation, we successfully interconnected an ASP.NET frontend with the coordination layer written in Java 6. Current execution host are programmed both in Java and .NET, and initial experiments already showed the possibility also for other platforms. In general, the usage of mature Web service standards and the consideration of WS-I regulations has shown to be helpful in order to achieve true interoperability in a heterogeneous middleware environment.

5 Conclusion

The utilization of service-oriented software architectures for remote/virtual laboratories is a promising approach for solving the typical problems of cross-organizational access, scalable behavior and dynamic resource usage. We presented our concept of an ‘experiment as a service’, were physical service instances provide access to the experiment hardware and logical service instances represent according user jobs. The application of mature Web service technologies allows to establish a transnational virtual laboratory environment, which integrates experiments and users from different sites all over Europe. First steps toward such an infrastructure already have been taken.

We have successfully used our laboratory infrastructure in courses on embedded systems, held at the Hasso-Plattner-Institute and the Blekinge Institute of Technology in Sweden. The integration of new experiments from other organizations has just started. Future work we will concentrate on the integration of further experiments, and on the improvement of our service-oriented laboratory middleware according to user and integrator feedback.
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Abstract

In Intelligent Networks (IN), processing of services is taken out of the switches and placed (as "middleware") in separated and distributed computer nodes. Thus, "service integrators" (and not only equipment manufacturers or network operators) can design, deploy and administrate telecom processes tailored to the specific needs of targeted customers (individuals or groups). Education is centered on communications, so IN can be used to enhance learning management systems (LMS), with no space boundaries and in total compliance with community goals. Proprietary IN platforms are used mostly by telecom operators, but open source platforms, using Java APIs (e.g. Mobicents) are nowadays available for educational service creation in universities – which represents the subject of this paper.

Educational institutions can become such service integrators, creating specific IN services for education. Universities can act as service sub-contractors and even as service developers, using the great opportunity of open-source environments for service creation. Compared to overall number of end-subscribers of the telecom operators, the target user-group (consisting of students and teachers) is relatively reduced, so universities can also act as small network operators, using open Service Logic Execution Environments (SLEE) based on lower cost servers (see paragraph 4 in the following).

1 Introduction

IN can be used for implementation of a wide range of services that increase efficiency of the communication inside and between universities and enhance collaborative workflows. Before IN were standardized, service creation was mainly a role of specialized technical personnel. Since this type of personnel doesn't know directly the needs of end users, the service creation migrated towards the client zone, being available to "integrators" that are telecom subcontractors (companies closer not to network operators but to end-customers).

2 Intelligent Networks

2.1 Concept

IN is a concept valid for all kinds of computer and/or telecom networks, made as much as possible independent from the inferior layers in the OSI stack. IN integrate fixed and mobile telecom networks with computer networks and extend circuit switching and packet switching with the concept of service switching.

Intelligent networks enable flexible call control and new types of services.

Benefits of an IN:

- rapid development and introduction of new services
- rapid and efficient service customization
• independence of the Service Creation Environment (SCE) from the other parts of the IN
• open interfaces - providers can easily add new network elements for creating services, tailored to customer's needs

Typical IN Services:
• Number Translation Services (NTS): Freephone (FPH), Universal Access Number (UAN), Premium Rate / Tele-Info Services
• Mass Calling: Televoting (VOT)
• Corporate Services: Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
• Card / Mobility Services: Virtual Card Calling (VCC), Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT), Prepaid (Card) Services (PPS), Personal Number Services (PNS)

These services are the most known and frequently implemented by mobile telecom operators. By using resource adapters that make possible IN working not only with GSM SS7 protocols, but also with other protocols, for example Internet streaming SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), RTSP (Real-Time Streaming Protocol) and by using open standards, the concept of IN is now extended and so is the area of services that can enhance eLearning and mLearning.

2.2 Architecture of an IN

IN produces the migration of service logic from switches to a database-centered system named SCP (Service Control Point). Still, the switching infrastructure is used for identifying the situations when communication with the SCP is necessary (see figure 1). That is the role of the SSP (Service Switching Points) that are SSS (Switching Subsystems) enhanced with detection of IN codes (e.g. dial-number prefixes like 0800), and triggering of SCP (that work as event-driven finite-state-machines – interrupt routines are namely the services to be invoked during a "call").

Intelligent Peripherals are nodes which can connect to both SSP and SCP, in order to support the call with additional special resources (mostly related to voice data e.g. playing voice announcements or collecting DTMF tones from the individual end-users).

2.3 Service Creation Environment

From a user perspective, a service is a black box with external stimuli triggering the appropriate responses. This is an appropriate view for interfacing but it introduces difficulties when the implementation of a service is attempted.

An alternative viewpoint may be termed a “platform perspective”. This treats the service as a white box, exposing its internal operations.

Each step of the life cycle (see figure 2) will require contributions from different "stakeholders" and different parameters needed for the decisions. Each step can be seen as a use-case of the Service Oriented Architecture (SoA) with its own actors defining Business and IT requirements.

The Service Creation Environment (SCE – see figure 3) is mainly a development environment: although the standards permit any type of environment, it is fairly rare to see low level languages like C used. Instead, proprietary graphical languages have been used to enable telecom engineers to create services directly. The languages usually belong to "fourth generation" programming languages. The dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI) can be used to manipulate between different SIB (Service-Independent building Bloacks) as subroutines grouped (in a flow-diagram) to formulate a service (as FSL – Flexible Service Logic). The authors used Java APIs for Integrated Networks (JAIN) - one of the frequent technologies - in order to create IN services.
Roles of SCE are:

- creation of the service logic to perform the functions required
- defining the functionality of the service and the data model (type and scope of data)
- produce data management screens to manage the service and the subscribers to that service

3 IN services for education

3.1 IN Services that can be developed for eLearning and mLearning

The possibility of using multi-media streaming protocols like SIP and RTSP, combined with IN services, includes education in the large area of applications for intelligent networks. By innovative Voice- and Video- over IP streaming technologies new classes of services become possible.

First, IN can be used for educational services that extrapolate the usual IN services used in GSM telecom networks:

- Call Center / Helpdesk / Hotline and other online support facilities are mandatory to for modern learning environments.

The student-tutor relationship must be very interactive. Students often need fast problem solving and IN should help them to get almost real-time assistance. Since messaging and chat are very popular among student groups, Internet multi-media streaming and/or GSM can be implemented to access a helpdesk (where tutors or volunteer experienced students can offer assistance) with all IN routing: origin-dependent (for the closest / the cheapest connection), time-dependent (for different time-shifts and different working days, routing can be to local, zonal or national support centers) and, of course, the most common routing, which is destination-dependent.

Making the connection between the client, in this case the student, and the service provider - in this case the tutor (more generally, the “advisor” can be taken-over by experienced students) - is the role of IN.

Helpdesk services can have a dedicated IN number (e.g., 555-ITHelp) or "global-title" (e.g., in case of SIP, helpdesk@university.com). Interactive calls can be routed to any tutor "on-duty" (available on local /zonal/national or even international "online support" scheme). Students from any university can make calls (with no roaming problems in case of VoIP).

By building "helpdesk offices" for more than one university, and competence centers for collaborative didactical work and even for research, trans-national networks of universities can share not only information but also specialized support.

- A real advantage can be taken from the charging schemes of IN for possible incomes from a support (consultancy) offered to external partners (e.g. Industrial companies, administrative bodies etc.) based on a Premium Rate Services (somehow symmetrical to Free Hotlines and Helpdesks).

- Televoting services are also useful with various forms of group synchronization in education:
  - group decisions on timing for common sessions (lessons, workshops, exams)
  - rating of "educational objects" (courses, seminars, experiments) from a multi-choice offer and
  - feed-back (anonymous or not) for trainers
  - elections in the campus life ("eDemocracy").

IN tele-voting can be implemented with different calls (to different "global titles") for different choices, (that have different voting codes assigned). Result of the surveys can be determined also by the frequency of calls to a certain IN number.

- Campus Emergency Services – via traditional phone calls or by VoIP calls

IN can be also used for bigger Learning Management Platforms, e.g. the "Virtual Classroom" with:

- registration by calling a special SIP address, with allocation of a special profile (different access rights)

- authentication – by SIP address identification and access to a Virtual Private Network (VPN) s can be automatically created, profiles can be identified and workgroups rights created

- charging – using all IN mechanisms (like real-time "online charging" or CORBA charging etc.) on a "credit" base (in relationship with paid taxes, companies' sponsorship or state-granted scholarship)

- access to "content-on-demand" from repositories (resource centers) – servers that store (as digital libraries) "educational objects" identified / cataloged / discoverable according to SCORM (Shareable Content Object Reference Model)
- individualized "learning paths" – tailored by tutors and/or by students themselves (for optional modules' choice and assessment scheduling)
- virtual "examination rooms" (using secured video-conferencing – multiparty, with upload of presentations, channels' and ports' reservation for streaming over IP)
- competence delegation of teachers that can be "on duty" anywhere on the web and forward their tutoring and assessment rights (to any colleague that has the capability to answer the requests, as registered in "competence matrix" databases).

The IN should converge in eLearning / mLearning with newest social networking, in the rich Internet with semantic webs ("networks of information" – where content not connections are the priority).

### 3.2 IN Services for experiment-based eLearing and mLearing

IN can enhance education based on distributed and remote labs by "pervasive equipment availability". Equipment can be anywhere and published / invoked by Internet, by ISDN or any other telecom network type. IN SCP can host routing tables towards distributed test infrastructures that can be grouped in "colonies" (according to "ontologies") and dynamically reconfigured. Using one equipment or the other is transparent to the user (that asks for a service and not for an instrument - logical addressing, by middleware, replaces the physical addressing).

At "Transilvania" University, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) was used to implement instrumentations services using BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services).

Service routing by IN is, of course, destination dependent but also origin dependent: in distributed learning environments, similar services can be discovered in different places but, as instrumental services need fast response to stimuli for remotely operated equipment, IN can route to the closest point. Time-dependent routing is also decided upon scheduling (time-tables of availability stored in the IN SCP).

### 3.3 Cisco Approach of Services in Education

The Cisco Service-Oriented Network Architecture ("SONA") is an architectural framework that delivers business solutions to unify network-based services such as security, mobility, and location with the virtualization of IT resources. The Cisco SONA framework enables an organization to easily deploy identity, voice, collaboration, mobility, and security services across an IN – tailored to specific users, groups of users, or applications.

This type of services was used also for educational platforms by Cisco, implemented with Unified Communications Systems: the academic community - teachers and students – is interconnected through a dedicated network, with advanced video telephony over IP, that integrates a whole range of services, from alarms and video announcements, to telepresence. Students benefit from the University's strong emphasis on experiment-based learning – gaining hands-on experience by participating in undergraduate research, studying abroad, working in cooperative programs, or becoming involved in the arts.

Cisco SONA has a service oriented architecture (SoA), but not in the pure sense of IN. So typical IN services are included, but SONA refers more to the infrastructure, being structured on three layers:

- Network Infrastructure Layer
- Interactive Services Layer that takes care of Service Management and Service Virtualization: this layer takes care of the application delivery issues (security, mobility, storage services) and application-oriented networking (voice and collaboration and identity services)
- Middleware and Application Platforms, the base for the Application Layer and the Collaboration Layer

Key attributes of a SONA network include:

- Standardization, which increases asset efficiency by lowering operational costs to support the same number of assets.
- Virtualization, which optimizes use of assets, so that extra physical resources can be logically segmented to be used across distributed departments.

### 4 Building an IN and Service Creation using open platforms

#### 4.1 JAIN

JAIN is part of a general trend to open-up service creation. Services can be created independently from the IN machine; their range is enlarged because more people are involved in service creation, as it is an open procedure. JAIN is a Sun-invented acronym for "Java APIs for integrated networks." JAIN aims for an enabling set of Java APIs to develop and deploy service-driven network applications. JAIN is an industry framework designed and specified by groups of industry partners and experts. The JAIN effort has produced APIs, ranging from Java APIs for specific network protocols, such as SIP and TCAP (Transaction Capability Application Protocol), to more abstract APIs such as for call control and charging, and even including a non-Java effort for describing telephony services in XML.
A major goal of the JAIN APIs is to abstract the underlying networks, so that services can be developed independent of network technology.

### 4.2 Event-Oriented Programming and JSLEE

The Service Logic Execution Environment (SLEE) is a well known concept in the telecommunications industry. A SLEE is a high throughput, low latency event processing application environment. JSLEE is the Java standard for SLEE. JSLEE allows multi-vendor environments, even in the service layers of telecommunication providers. Being Java-based, the paradigm of “write once, run anywhere” is supported and allows portable standards-compliant applications. Besides, JSLEE introduces network abstraction by the means of resource adaptors. The JAIN SLEE specification permits popular protocol stacks such as SIP to be connected as resource adapters. JSLEE is a solid foundation with a robust component model (see figure 4) and scalability characteristics designed for high-volume and low-latency signaling. JSLEE is designed for stringent requirements of core network signaling applications. The JSLEE specification is designed so that implementations can achieve scalability and availability through clustering architectures.

![JSLEE architecture](image)

Figure 4: JSLEE architecture

The component container is the place where SIB-s (Service Independent building Blocks – see paragraph 2.2) are developed. Java Management Extensions (JMX) is a Java technology that supplies tools for managing and monitoring applications, system objects, devices and service oriented networks.

The resource adaptors represent software components that play a central role in the integration and connectivity between the IN and the other parts of the network. From this point of view, IN-s can be considered a point of integration between telecom networks and computer networks. Another part of the SLEE are standard facilities that help service creation: timers, alarms, event dispatchers, etc.

As already stated, implementation is based on events’ handling. For example, using SIP resource adapters, if a SIP message is interpreted as encapsulating the address of a specific service, let’s say emergency@university.com, this message is transformed into an event that is further linked to an application by the SCP (see figure 5).

![SIP communication based on events model](image)

Figure 5: SIP communication based on events model

### 4.3 The Service Independent building Blocks

A Service Independent building Block (SIB) is a software component, a programmatic piece of a service. One can imagine them as LEGO pieces that make service creation very versatile and interactive. Adding a new service is much easier because it can be based on customization of multiple already created services.

A service instance can contain one or many instances of different types of SIB-s. The same SIB can be included in multiple Services but a single SIB can process only one event at a time. Multiple SIB-s belonging to the same Service can process events in parallel.

Typically, a root SIB represents a “complete service” (see figure 6).

![A SIB entity tree shows parent child relationship among instantiated SIB entities (X,Y,Z). Event delivery order is by priority, parent then child. Root SIB-s are specified in service.xml](image)

Figure 6: A SIB entity tree shows parent child relationship among instantiated SIB entities (X,Y,Z). Event delivery order is by priority, parent then child. Root SIB-s are specified in service.xml

For example, the SIB developer may develop a Call-Blocking SIB and a CallForwarding SIB to implement the “call blocking” service and the “call forwarding” service.
These SIB-s are root SIB-s since they can be instantiated to block and forward calls, respectively. The SIB developer may create a new root CallBlockingAndForwarding SIB to implement the “call blocking and forwarding” service from the CallBlocking SIB and allForwarding SIB.

The SIB Developer distributes one or more Service deployment descriptors in a service.xml deployment descriptor file.

This descriptor file contains a single service.xml element. The service.xml element contains the following sub-elements:

- A description element - this is an optional informational element.
- One or more service elements.

Each of these elements is a Service’s deployment descriptor.

An example Service XML deployment descriptor file may be as follows:

```xml
<service-xml>
  <service>
    <description>
      …
    </description>
    <service-name>FooService</service-name>
    <service-vendor>com.foobar</service-vendor>
    <service-version>1.0</service-version>
    <root-sib>
      <description>…</description>
      <sib-name>Foo SIB</sib-name>
      <sib-vendor>com.foobar</sib-vendor>
      <sib-version>1.0</sib-version>
      <default-priority>…</default-priority>
      <address-profile-table>…</address-profile-table>
    </root-sib>
    …
  </service>
</service-xml>
```

### 4.4 Mobicents implementation

Mobicents is the most popular Open Source SIP Application Server for the Java platform. It facilitates the implementation of new services in a simple way and quickly. Mobicents is distributed under GNU General Public License (GPL). Mobicents enables the composition of SIB-s such as call control, billing, user provisioning, administration, and presence sensitive features.

Mobicents servers are an easy choice for telecom Operations Support Systems (OSS) and Network Management Systems (NMS). In addition to telecom, Mobicents is suitable for a variety of problem domains demanding Event Driven Architecture (EDA) for high volume and low latency signaling. Mobicents fits-in as a high-performance core engine for Service Delivery Platforms (SDP) and IP Multimedia Systems (IMS). EclipsSLEE is a graphical Service Creation Environment for rapid development of value added JAIN SLEE services.

Using the JAIN plug-in for Eclipse (see figure 7) one can obtain an already structured code, by much easier programming.

![Figure 7: JAIN SLEE plug-in for Eclipse](image)

Depending on the service implemented, the Java algorithms may not be so complicated; the simplest services may only redirect calls. But a SLEE is designed to serve a very big number of clients simultaneously, so this is why IN machines are powerful and expensive. But in an educational network, the number of users is much lower than in GSM telecom networks, so a simple server with a dual-core processor can act successfully act as an IN platform for eLearning / mLearning.

Our initial JAIN implementation, a SIP Helpdesk / Premium Rates service, using Mobicents as JSLEE, is a basic service. Of course, for the Premium Rates service, the charging service is also activated.

The database for the Service Control Point (SCP) is a MySQL database. For the Helpdesk service implementation, the database must have a redirect address. This address can have more alternates and can be changed by the IN interface to delegate, forward competence. Also charging information must be added in the database, and user information for security and identification.

Mobicents has no graphical interface, it’s just a server running in the background. The IN machine created at ”Transilvania” University, in cooperation with Siemens Program and System Engineering is easy to use in the Internet. Users of the helpdesk must use a SIP phone (there are a lot of this kind of applications that are free to download, for example X-Lite) and must only call a generic SIP address, like helpdesk@unitbv.ro. The call is redirected by the IN machine to the helpdesk advisor (see figure 8).
The advisor can be anywhere or can forward the call to another colleague - everything is transparent for the caller. The helpdesk system can be accessed from everywhere in the Internet, thus enhancing collaboration between research centers and universities.

4.5 Conclusions and further development

There are a number of learning concepts that can be implemented using intelligent networks.

The authors used the experience accumulated at Siemens, as an important telecom provider of IN systems, from the perspective of IN administration, but also from the perspective of the IN service creation.

Today's telecommunications migrate from big proprietary platforms, with dedicated hardware, to simpler platforms with standard interfaces but with more complex and specialized software (the “softswitch” concept). This trend is also taken into consideration by traditional IN vendors like Siemens. Using JAIN and JSLEE is a modern and inexpensive way to create IN-s and universities will certainly take benefit.

JAIN is extending its domain and also new resource adapters are now released for JSLEE. So JAIN will be used not only for IN platforms, but for a whole range of telecom systems. The new resource adaptors can transform common servers into IN machines but also into “media gateways”. Using Java APIs for telecom platforms in education, servers could integrate streams of different types (in a working model similar with Cisco SONA) and take education into a new age of multimedia streaming.
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Abstract

This paper presents a virtual laboratory for digital design, specifically conceived for educational application and for supporting project work both locally and at distance: the Deeds. It covers combinational and sequential logic networks, finite state machines, microcomputer interfacing and programming at assembly level. The virtual lab is based on three simulator integrated together, combined with a large repository of application projects, available on the web. The paper contains an example of a laboratory session structured accordingly to the Project Based Learning methodology.

1 Introduction

The rapid development of digital electronic techniques that has taken place in the last two decades has had a profound impact on the design practices, demanding a new educational approach in the preparation of the professionals working in this field.

The complexity of today’s systems and the wide variety of their different applications dictates the necessity of using sophisticated software for conception, design, testing and manufacturing. Currently, Computer Aided Design (CAD) techniques are an essential part of the system development process, while traditional design and prototyping techniques have lost part of their role. Professional software tools are generally available for educational institutions and more and more often used in education, sometimes even in introductory bachelor courses.

In our opinion, the use of a professional commercial simulator in a course designed to provide the foundations of digital design is not a good choice. A tool conceived to increase the productivity of a digital designer does not meet, albeit as its primary target, the needs of education. What is a plus for the professional (for instance the wide availability of components and functions) may be a minus for the learner. The now common use of Hardware Description Lan-

guages for design is an handicap when the learner lacks programming experience and the high level of abstraction may hide important basic phenomena.

In reality, the complexity of today’s digital systems comes out of the variety and complexity of the applications: per se, digital design is simple, provided that its founding elements are well understood and mastered. For instance, digital design is an almost ideal application field for Project (or Problem) Based Learning (PBL), since most of the training takes place during the development of projects, starting from only a small theoretical background.

The authors have explored the use of interactive multimedia materials as learning tools to facilitate understanding of the basic issues of digital design [1]. The pedagogical results suggested substituting most of them with a general purpose simulator. This is the rationale for the development of the Deeds (Digital Electronics Education and Design Suite), a virtual laboratory for educational application [2] [3].

2 The Deeds virtual laboratory

The Deeds has been developed at DIBE (University of Genoa, Italy) as part of its research activities in the fields of project based, distance and cooperative learning. It is extensively used by the students of the first and second year of electronic and information engineering, to support laboratory activity and project-bases courses.

The virtual laboratory is based on three simulators: the Digital Circuit Simulator (d-DeS), the Finite State Machine Simulator (d-FsM) and the Microcomputer Emulator (d-McE). They cover, respectively, combinational and sequential logic networks, finite state machine design, microcomputer interfacing and programming at assembly level.

The simulators can work together, allowing therefore design and simulation of complex networks including a mix of standard logic, state machines and embedded microcomputers, as today’s applications demand.
The virtual laboratory is integrated with a Main and an Assistant HTML browsers: the former enabling Internet navigation to find pages with information, exercises and laboratory assignments, the latter providing step-by-step guidance to students in their work.

The d-DcS interfaces with the user through a graphical schematic editor (Fig. 1), providing a comprehensive library of logic components, implementing standard functions and not describing specific commercial products. The library includes also user-definable components, the user can define as Finite State Machines (FSM) and build with the Finite State Machine Simulator. The 8-bit microcomputer component is accessible through standard input-output parallel ports, besides other inputs as clock, reset and interrupt request: the firmware of the board can be programmed at assembly language level.

To draw the schematic of a circuit the student picks-up components from the toolbar, then connects them together using wires. Fig. 1 shows part of an embedded system based on the microcomputer and including library standard components, and a user defined one, designed as FSM. The user can test the network in two different modes.

In the simulation interactive mode, the student can "animate" the digital system in the editor, controlling its inputs and observing the results: such way of operation can be useful for the beginners.

In the timing mode, as in professional simulators, the behaviour of the circuit is shown in a timing diagram window, in which the user can define graphically an input signal sequence and observe the simulation results.

The d-FsM uses the ASM (Algorithmic State Machine) paradigm to graphically define the algorithm of finite state machines components (Fig. 2). The local functional simulation of the finite state machines provides the runtime display of the relations between state and timing evolution. These components can be directly used in the d-DcS and, also, exported as VHDL processes.

The d-McE is the tool for practicing embedded microcomputer programming and interfacing. The microcomputer component includes CPU, ROM and

---

Figure 1: The schematic editor of the d-DcS.
RAM memories, parallel I/O ports, reset circuitry and a simple interrupt logic. The custom 8-bit CPU (DMC8) is a simplified version of the ‘Z80’ processor. We have ruled out the possibility of emulating a state-of-the-art processor because we believe that the complex architecture is an obstacle to understanding the basic principles of machine-level programming.

The source code editor enables user to enter programs, and a simple command assembles, links and loads them in the emulated system memory.

Programs can be executed step by step in the interactive debugger (Fig. 3), where the user can observe, at the same time, the contents present in all the structures involved in the hardware/software system.

In Fig. 3, the CPU register bank is placed on the top left and the Input/Output ports on the bottom left. On the right are visualized: the ROM and RAM memory contents (top) and the object and assembly code of the loaded program (bottom).

The instruction under execution is highlighted, as well as a breakpoint set by the user.

3 Pedagogical aspects of the virtual laboratory

In our environment, traditional lectures coexist with a problem-based laboratory, accessed either from a PC classroom, with tutorial assistance, or in distant mode. In both cases, the virtual laboratory is delivered as a resource of Moodle Learning Management System (LMS) [4].
A typical virtual laboratory assignment is a project, presented as an HTML document with text and figures.

Fig. 4 shows a project assignment (foreground), chosen from the Deeds website repository (background). In this specific case the user is requested to design a digital signal generator by programming a given microcomputer hardware.

Text, figures and visual objects can be linked to the editing and simulation tools of Deeds. For example, let’s suppose to assign a problem in the form of a schematic to analyse/modify. When the user clicks on the schematic, Deeds launches the corresponding simulator, and opens that schematic in it. Such procedure is equally useful to convey concepts both on simple components and on more complex networks.

Project development phases may be guided by help and instructions supplied through the Assistant browser. This is mostly the case with introductory projects, where a step-by-step guidance may be in order. In more advanced projects the use of the simulation tools is less guided and left more to the user initiative.

An important features of Deeds is the ability to deliver a suitable trace of the solution (i.e. a partial schematic of the solution), or a set of stimulus signals, ready to be used to check the behaviour of the digital circuit under test. Using this approach, students can be guided to the desired level of problem solving, for example avoiding repetitive tasks.

A proper template for the project deliverables speeds up the preparation of the lab report, allowing the student to concentrate more in the technical work.

4 Example of a virtual lab session

Deeds lends itself very well as a tool for PBL. Learners download from the LMS the assignment, generally a functional description and a set of specifications of the system that they must design. We do not provide detailed instruction and explanations: instead, the project to develop is only an element of a set of problems, of different difficulty, joined together by the fact that they explore different facets of a main problem. The learner can move freely within the problems and choose if attacking directly the main one or reinforce his knowledge by approaching first the simpler ones.
Serial data communication is a subject that allows to explore several aspects of digital design. As an example, therefore, we present here a problem having for target the design of an 8-bit asynchronous serial receiver.

Since this problems could be approached in different ways, assuming the student did not develop yet the capabilities to face the problem in an independent way, we propose as a common starting point the system architecture, of which the control unit must be designed (Fig. 5).

The set of specifications to satisfy, such as the format of the serial data, is submitted to the student.

Using Deeds, the controller can be designed as FSM. A possible solution to the problem is visible in Fig. 6, as an ASM chart, composed of 21 state blocks (the rectangles) and a certain number of decisional blocks.

The learners test the controller’s design, initially, with the Finite State Machine Simulator. Next, they inserts the controller in the given architecture, simulating the whole system with the Digital Circuit Simulator.

Fig. 7 shows a typical result in the form of timing diagram.

Usually, students wish to familiarize themselves with simpler problems, before solving the complete problem. The problem of Fig. 8 asks for the design of a synchronous serial receiver, whose architecture has been simplified by removing the sampling clock generator. The serial signal protocol is the same, but the system now uses a sampling clock coming from outside.

As in the previous case, the students’ task is the design of the control algorithm. It must be noted,
though, that the problem is not a subset of the previous one, but has different specifications, to avoid repetitions and keep attention alive.

Fig. 9 presents a possible FSM controller (the solutions to the problem are presented here to provide first-hand information on the level of difficulties).

In the pedagogical practice of PBL we do not publish any solution, expecting that students test by themselves the correctness of their design with Deeds’s simulators. Correctness means that the final design operates accordingly to the initial specifications.

This target is achieved by successive design and testing phases. Pedagogically speaking, we are trying to remove the concept of “solution” when talking about digital projects. Not a solution but a design, in almost all cases not a unique one.

The role of the simulator is therefore central to our PBL approach, since it makes the learner autonomous in its work, removing the need to have somebody checking the projects.

The approach of providing a set of exercises of decreasing difficulty is quite flexible, since any problem may make a reference to a simpler one. It is possible, therefore, to build a complete course on the basis of PBL paradigm.
As an example, the following entry-level problem (“one bit” serial receiver, Fig. 10) reduces the process of serial data acquisition to its simplest aspect, allowing the learner to concentrate on the principle.

Deeds has been extensively and successfully used in our institution by thousands of students of the first and second year of the information engineering curricula, as a support to traditional teaching and effectively replacing traditional hardware laboratories. A thorough discussion of the tradeoffs between real and virtual laboratories in electronics is contained in [7].
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5 Conclusions

In a course supported by the virtual laboratory, acquisition of knowledge and skills takes place through the development of problems graduated by subjects and difficulty. A large repository of problems is already available [2].

Using the virtual laboratory, students can check by themselves their results and correct their mistakes, assuring, therefore, the self-consistence of their work, as it is the case of the professional designer.

The integration of the virtual laboratory with a Learning Management System provides added value for teachers and students alike. Teachers can keep track of students’ activity, provide news and guidance, have access to the project deliverables. Students may carry on the project locally or remotely, can exchange information with their peers and get help by the teachers through the discussion fora.

At the level of instruction exemplified in this paper, the virtual laboratory may support or replace traditional hardware laboratories, providing several advantages, such as savings of time and resources, de-localisation, better integration with courses. The loss of contact with components, circuits and instruments is not, in our opinion, a vital issue, since the evolution of design techniques has made obsolete most of the traditional hardware experimentation and prototyping, replacing them with virtual and remotely operated laboratories [5, 6, 7, 8].

Figure 11: Simple “one bit” serial receiver.

In this case, the system does not need external components, by using directly inputs and outputs of the control unit. The design is represented by the FSM algorithm, shown in Fig. 11.
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Abstract

Virtual and remote laboratories are part of many e-learning initiatives. It takes a big effort for developing and maintaining. This effort should be taken into account when it is decided to develop a new virtual laboratory. The study presented in this article shows that many virtual and remote laboratories do not last more than two years. To avoid premature death of a virtual laboratory, some advice or guidelines are given, obtained as the conclusion from two surveys: one to the managers of many virtual laboratories, and the other to the students as the main users of these facilities. Educational institutions should fully support this new facilities.

1 Introduction

The big growth of internet technologies is changing the way of learning. The concept of distance learning is gaining space to traditional learning every day. Examples of evolution of distance learning can be found [1]. Engineering schools are joining this new way of teaching and learning, but they found one big problem: performing laboratory experiments without being present physically in the lab. This problem is the biggest obstacle for the distance learning, which has implied a lower quality level in comparison with the traditional learning.

Many solutions rely on simulations [2]. This is a good solution, because students can use and practice with a system very close to the real system. Here the concept of virtual instrument [3, 4, 5] is in many of the systems implemented, but it would be better if students could really make their measurements using the real instruments in the laboratory: controlling remotely the instruments and getting the results of the measurements done.

But the task of developing a virtual laboratory should be faced up the same way as any big project: planning the initial development, the usual maintenance, the upgrades and the end of the project. This paper shows the results obtained from a virtual and remote laboratories feasibility study. This study has been developed as the first step to start the development of a virtual instrument that should be part of a remote controlled virtual laboratory that will be used by UPV students.

One of the main aspects to be discussed is the short life of many of the virtual laboratories developed, trying to reach the most complete conclusions about this situation. In order to get the data required for this study, a survey has been designed for the people in charge of virtual laboratories facilities, because they are the best experts. So these people have to be located and find the way to put in touch with them.

In many virtual and remote laboratories you can find different surveys asking about the user satisfaction when using the web site[6][7][8].

Other studies inquire about the difference between traditional classroom learning and distance learning [9][10].

This distance learning can be through old style (only books) or using new technologies.

Or you can find surveys about technology used in virtual laboratories development [11].

In this paper we use a survey to ask the people involved in virtual laboratories to know about the keys for success or give up in this task.
2 The survey to the virtual lab heads

2.1 Sampled population

During the first search step, near 50 web addresses and e-mails has been located to be the sampled population. Most of them are authors of different papers appearing in journals or conferences. Different search tools have been used and many references of multiple papers have been reviewed to locate the experts. Also direct contact with experts in the UPV has been used to obtain the necessary information.

2.2 The survey

The e-mail has been the preferred option to contact the experts and ask for their collaboration. In order to facilitate the response of the survey, with the aim of reducing the effort of those polled, it has been chosen to write the questions and possible answers in the way of a multiple choice answer, or with a brief answer. Going further in this objective of reducing effort, a web page has been developed, with the appearance of a form, in such a way that users do not even have to answer the e-mail. Only click on a link in the e-mail to access the web page with the survey. They have to click on the appropriate holes to answer, or fill small text boxes. The answers automatically are stored in the database.

2.3 The questions

All the questions were centered on six main aspects. Each one has been considered relevant due to different reasons that will be further discussed.

First of all there are a set of questions centered on the operating way of the laboratory, that’s it: simulation, both on local machine and remote one, and remote control. It is interesting to know the differences and similarities between the different laboratories and if life expectancy differs depending on it.

It is also interesting to know which are the most used technologies, differentiating between the used for each one of the models of operation.

Next aspect has been the development process itself. It is interesting to know the development time, staff devoted to the development, the different stages of the process.

A very interesting aspect is the one related to funding of the whole project. It is tried to know the approximate costs of development and maintenance. Also the funding sources of the project, that can be from the developing entity or from different entities.

There are also questions about problems found during development and maintenance, in order to know real problems faced up by the developers and maintenance staff. This is a key factor because the development and maintenance mark the initial success and then, the life time of the laboratory.

The list of questions in the survey is:

1. Which actions are permitted by your virtual laboratory?
2. Which laboratory instruments are in your virtual laboratory?
3. Budget for the development of the laboratory. How the development has been funded?
4. How long took the development? Different stages in the development.
5. Staff involved in development.
6. Which are the tools and technologies used?
7. People in charge of maintenance. Monthly hours for this task.
9. Main problems found in the development.
10. Use of instruments is sequential or can be simultaneous?
11. How the control of the instrument users is developed?
12. What is the number of users? Frequency and period of use.
13. Is there any user satisfaction survey? Results?
14. An improve of the students results has been noticed?

2.4 The answers

From all the answers collected, here the most representative answers are presented.

Question 1: There is not a preference for the kind of virtual laboratory: simulation, local or remote, and remote control. Remote control systems use to be accompanied by complementary simulation systems.

Question 2: There are many different elements developed for virtual laboratories: instruments, robots, cameras,....

Question 3: The budget is very different, but all have money for the development. Not only the university but also external funding.

Question 4: The projects are complex so the development always is in stages.

Question 5: Most of the cases the development relies on grant holders. Different people in each stage, under the supervision of one or some professors. It works better when the person in charge of development lasts all time.

Question 6: Variety of tools and technologies, but Java, Matlab and Flash are the most repeated.
Question 7: Again depends on the project and budget: from 4 to 400 monthly hours spent in maintenance tasks. Set up the devices for different measures and creating and improving instruments are the usual tasks.

Question 8: From very little budget to numbers reaching 30 000 € per year, directly related to annual hours of maintenance.

Question 9: Looking for funds is the main problem. Programming hours for the development and maintenance requires money.

Questions 10 and 11: Most of them use sequential access to the instruments, not permitting various users share the instrument at the same time. In some cases simultaneous access is allowed with different monitoring systems.

Question 12: The number of users is reduced. Tele education institutions use it more intensively.

Question 13: More than half have done satisfaction surveys with positive answers in all cases. Students prefer firstly the real access to the lab. Second the remote control of virtual laboratories, and last, the simulation virtual laboratories. Some aspects can be highlighted: Students miss colleagues when working in the virtual lab, so a video chat utility or a virtual meeting point for laboratory could be appropriate.

Question 14: In all cases an improvement is stated, but less than expected.

4 Results analysis
In spite of the facilities for filling the survey, the answers only have reached the 15%. This low result has two origins:
1. Any survey has very low interest in being answered.
2. Many of the e-mails available in papers are obsolete or non existent, the same as the virtual laboratory related to these e-mails.

It does not depend at all (no correlation) between the laboratory model and the life time. Nor correlation between life time and technologies involved.

In simulation, Matlab is the most common programming language.

All surviving laboratories have a budget to develop and maintain them. Directly related the amount of the budget and the facilities offered by the virtual laboratory.

In universities, many laboratories grow up thanks to the enthusiasm of the professors involved, but past one or two years, when one or two papers in journals have been obtained, and with small or no financial help, the virtual laboratory vanishes.

5 Guidelines for a feasible virtual laboratory
Based on the answers received from the two surveys made to heads and users of virtual laboratories, and on the experience of authors, the next guidelines for a feasible virtual laboratory can be derived.

They can be classified in three aspects:

- Technological: all details directly related to technologies involved and technical aspects in the development of the project.
- Social: aspects related to human actions and human relations.
- Funding: money is needed to maintain a virtual laboratory.

Technological aspects:
1. Decide what kind of laboratory: simulation, remote control or both.
   Hint: can start with remote or simulation and later add the other.
   Hint: Better start with small applications. If all work, in future all can be expanded.
2. Decide about the technology.
   Hint: Specific tools for single operative systems or navigators, use to be more powerful than multi platform developments. But it shortens the users available to use it. Use multi platform tools (non dependant on operative system, computer, navigator,…). They will last more and more users could use it.
Hint: Avoid installation of programs in user computer. There could be as many problems as different computer configurations there are. If the user only needs a navigator, it will be the best.

3. Develop one instrument or experiment.
   Hint: Start with basic functions.
   Hint: When programming, think in future for possible multi user operation.

4. User trial.
   Hint: User can be the final users or a selected group of testers to check the virtual instrument or device.

5. Refinement.

6. Regular maintenance.

7. Upgrading

Social aspects:
It can be divided in two: related to users an related to managing and developing.

Related to users:
1. Virtual teacher.
   Hint: When teacher is available, use any possibility to live connect student and teachers: Instant messaging, voice/video. If not possible, use a forum or e-mail as an alternative.

2. Virtual laboratory meeting room.
   Hint: Students usually want colleagues to share experiences, ask,... while being in the lab. A chat room or common virtual place to meet, video/audio facilities or collaborative environments stimulate many student to improve results and can be an alternative to some easy questions.

Related to managing:
1. Management of the project.
   Hint: Usually one person is needed to dynamize the whole project. But more people is recommended to assure to take over when needed. If only one person is the really interested in the project, when he gets tired (or other higher priority tasks appear), the project vanishes.

   HINT: The best is to make the project an Institution project (university,...), as it assures future in management, daily work and best of all, financial support.

2. Motivation for daily work.
   Motivation for the managers and/or developers are different in time. Like true-life (and the results of the survey are very clear), the evolution is: First increases, then maintains, and in most of the cases, finally vanishes (Most of the virtual laboratories disappear past some years).

Funding aspects:
In all these stages, resources will be needed, so sources of funding should be found to achieve results.
1. Development
2. Maintenance
3. Upgrade

In this three stages the hint is the same and equal to last two items: The institution where the virtual laboratory has to be developed should be involved in the virtual laboratory to assure right development, maintenance, and the funds required for all aspects of the virtual laboratories.

6 Conclusions

As a new tool emerged from the e-learning technologies, virtual laboratories can help students access the laboratories in a new way: 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, from anywhere. This is an unprecedented possibility.

As a new facility, it requires a big effort to develop and maintain. This big effort becomes in a really young death of many of the virtual laboratories developed, making all the effort vain.

Trying to better understand this situation, two surveys have been developed and the analysis of the answers give guidelines for those who want to develop this kind of facilities. This guidelines center in three aspects: technical, social and financial.

And the final conclusion is: as a new facility, very useful for educational institutions, these institutions should support in all aspects the development and maintenance of virtual laboratories, the same way they support traditional laboratories, administrative services, institutional web pages and so on. If not doing this way, all the work depends on the mostly individual work of one, two or three people for each project that can end in any moment.
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Abstract

The TNA (Training Need Analysis) was undertaken by the Transilvania University VET-Trend staff as a feedback from different organizations that expressed the interest to use the Vet-Trend network learning facilities, with the aim to guide VET-Trend network in designing training programmes that will meet real and actual training needs.

1 Introduction

The aims of the training needs analysis are to find new criteria and methods for further training needs identification and analysis of trainers and teachers involved in vocational training [1]. The gathered information will be used by the VET-Trend management staff to attract other potential organization users, including producers of educational materials; and those organizations that initially expressed the interest in the participation. The main objectives of the TNA are:

- to understand the base level of existing knowledge about e-Learning and the current job position and duties held by the respondents.
- to gain information on participants’ motivations for joining teaching or training session activities
- to assess the participant’s ease of access to the Internet, with impact upon our design decisions concerning anticipated amounts of on-line work.
- to gain information on the participants’ existing basic computer-based skills
- to identify the current training and development needs of trainers and teachers
- to identify future training needs
- to adapt the training pattern to the individual needs of the trainees
- to expand and valorise the existing remotely accessed experiment-based VET system
- to plan the pilot testing activities & training sequences, for teachers and trainers, in the use of the expanded and optimised existent e-

Learning platform, in order to integrate their multi-media courses and laboratories, their assessment schemes and evaluation systems.

A questionnaire was developed based on some existing experience in other e-Learning programmes and TNAs [2]. The questionnaire was organized in the following main sections:

- SECTION A - About You.
- SECTION B - Using computers in your work.
- SECTION C - E-Learning experience and foreseen benefits of using VET TREND network facilities

The main criteria in developing the questionnaire was both to satisfy the aims and objectives, and to be reasonable short, and that to not take too much to complete by the target group of respondents [3].

The questionnaires were distributed directly or by post to 7 organizations interested to use e-Learning, and virtual-laboratory facilities of the network in enhancing the knowledge and skills.

It was intended that the total number of feedback questionnaire be 90. Not all the presumptive respondents reply on our request. Of the 90 names on lists supplied, 59 responses were obtained (65.56%).

2 Presentation of Results

In November we receive the entire 59 completed questionnaires. All the responses comes from higher education staff with the distribution from Fig.1.

Figure 1: Distribution per institutions of questionnaire responses
We observe that there are a small number of responses from the two private companies. The first one (SC Neostill Ltd) is a textile production company and the number of employees that have access to a computer, to reach the e-Learning facilities of the Vet-Trend network is very low. The manager told us that at the moment he prefer to train the employees in by classical methods (face to face and learning by doing). The profile of the little company lead to the fact the from the five higher education staff (3 engineers, 2 programmers, 1 economist and 1 manager) only three has exclusive use of a computer with Internet access and the rest share another computer.
The other little firm (Intercomputer Ltd.) sell PCs and peripherals and self designed embedded systems. The bulk of the staff has higher education studies. From the point of view of post held the distribution of respondents is indicated by Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Current respondent's job](image)

![Figure 3: Main field of present activity](image)
We observe that teachers and researchers mainly express the interest in learning and training with new methods, because for them the new skills are vital for their jobs. We think that the distribution is not very concluding because only two managers reply to our questionnaire.

The main field of present activity of respondents are graphically presented in Figure 3.

For the feedback questionnaire, the type of the institution in which the respondent’s works is:

- University = 18 persons
- High school = 28 persons
- IT company = 2 persons
- Textile production private company = 2 persons
- Research Institute = 9 persons

At the question asking the direct access to a computer with Internet link the answers are synthesised in the diagram from Figure 4.

A lot of respondents use computer in their work to access and find information and resources as stated in the diagram from Figure 5.

![Figure 4: Access to computers and Internet](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have exclusive use of a computer</th>
<th>Share a computer with others?</th>
<th>Access to a computer lab?</th>
<th>Use most the Internet?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5: Mainly actual use of computer at work](image)
About the e-learning experience, 8 respondents declare to have incipient knowledge or cannot appreciate their experience (probably just hear about e-Learning), but 51 of the respondents (86%) declare to have a reach or sufficient e-learning experience and foresee benefits of using VET Trend network facilities (Figure 6).

The future users of the network facilities will like to share experience in the domains indicated in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: Competence areas](image)

The foreseen benefits of the future users of the network based learning technology are presented in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Foreseen benefits for the work-place](image)
The most popular areas that the respondents see will have benefits at their work from using network based learning technology are: communication, lectures and publications.

In percentages, the benefits that the future learners wait are depicted in figure 9. The respondents plan to will benefit in their work using the training techniques depicted in figure 10.

![Figure 9: Foreseen benefits for trainees](image)

![Figure 10: Training techniques to use](image)

The most desired training subjects, useful in their work is synthesized in figure 11. At the question that ask which of the some suggested resources and materials the respondents Which of the following resources and materials would you will use, the answers are presented in figure 12.
At the question that ask what is the most convenient month of the year to undertake e-Learning activities through the network platform the responses are presented in table 1.

Table 1: Most convenient period for training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Conclusions

Reviewing the responses we can conclude that:
- A lot of the respondents use computers mostly to find and access information or to communicate
with colleagues or students (Figure 5). There is a huge market for e-Learning activities, but a lot of target persons have a vague idea about the e-Learning offer, or do not find useful topic areas for enhance the knowledge and skill related to their job.

- In general teachers and trainers declare an e-Learning experience (Figure 6), but from the point of view of using the e-Learning technology the responses do not justify their responses. For example, according to Question C6 (Which areas of your work would most benefit from using network based learning technology?) and Figure 8, few of respondents see the usefulness of some important facilities of e-Learning systems: rapid feedback, on-line assessment (including self assessment), group work and group discussions, and the importance of case studies in learning / training activities.

- But, according to responses to question C.10. (Which of the following training techniques would most benefit your work?- with no more than 2 responses), and Figure 10, the majority of responses recognise the importance for training of using Virtual Laboratory experiments, and the necessity of designing adequate materials for e-Learning.

- The majority of respondents appreciate that the most desired training subjects are: Pedagogy, (28% of responses, we appreciate that the responses refer especially to e-Learning techniques, and teaching skills), Electronic and Computers subjects (27%), Programming languages (18%).

- In respect of the best period for training, the majority of responses prefer the holidays, Table 1, when their job permit to allocate sufficient time for these activities.
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Abstract

A survey over recent research in the area of remote laboratories is made, in the basis of the platforms used, the simulation environments and finally the application field of the conducted experiments. The survey is for the purposes of the V-Trend Program under the Leonardo Da Vinci framework and it is based on relative literature, which was mainly published or cited by international conferences, workshops, and periodicals (journals, magazines) mostly from the IEEE and ACM.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, the evolution of internet technologies opened up new prospects in distance learning. The wide use of internet enabled more users to use web-based teaching tools instead of more traditional teaching means. A significant improvement in communication within the academic communities rose along with the interest for the development of didactic applications that exploits these new potentials.

Laboratory experiments accompanying most of the courses, especially those that fall in the engineering domain, induce the need to be conducted remotely due to spatial, resource and time limitations. Apart from the hands-on experiments that can be done in real laboratories, two other types of laboratories exist: Simulated and Remote.

Hands-On Laboratories involve a physically real investigation process. Learners have to be physically present in the laboratory and they have to manually set up the equipment. According to [1], Hands-on labs provide experiences that clarify the disparity between theory and practice something in which the other types of labs lack. But the high demand of space, instructor time, and infrastructure that lead to high costs [2], along with the inability to meet some of the special needs of disabled students [3], make practice in hands on labs defective for the learners and inexpedient for the schools.

Simulated laboratories consist of computer software that imitates real experiments as if they happen on real infrastructure. Simulated labs are usually less expensive than Hands-on laboratories, less difficult to learn and operate and they are considered at least as effective as traditional hands-on labs because by fully controlling the simulated process they can review and understand it better [4]. But simulated laboratories lack of realism because the data from simulated experiments are not real and therefore learners cannot learn by trial-and-error [5]. Also the cost of simulated labs is not necessarily lower than that of real labs. The more realistic the simulation, the more time-consuming in development they are and therefore more expensive [6].

Remote laboratories provide affordable real experimental data through sharing experimental devices with a pool of schools [7][8]. They increase the number of learners that are able to conduct experiments along with the times they can conduct them. The ability to experiment from the learner’s preferable place along with the idea of acting on real equipment makes the laboratories more effective to them [9]. But according to [10], remote labs are considered to be the same as simulated labs as concerning realism, regardless of the fact that they provide real data.

In this paper we present a survey of remote experiment applications in the last decade. Remote experiments can be grouped in two types: Remote control type and simulation type. The former utilizes a remote laboratory and therefore it uses actual equipment, yielding the same results with a hands-on laboratory. The latter utilizes a simulated laboratory, implying simulation software, which enables many students to perform experiments simultaneously, but lacks of realistic results.
We categorize those efforts according to the used platform, the type of experiments conducted, and therefore the area in which the experiments apply to.

2 Related environment for remote experiments

Due to the practical nature of engineering computer tools such as multimedia tools are considered less appropriate for engineering courses or courses that require hands-on experience. Their use is limited into courses which give individualized assistance to learners. However, recent advancements in internet technologies or applications based in LabVIEW have clearly shown that conventional experiments can be successfully integrated into custom written virtual instrumentation and can be delivered by computers and therefore be conducted remotely with ease.

Many interactive simulation, control and visualization software solutions that carry into effect the concept of remote experiments are available in the market today. NS2, Omnet and Matlab/Simulink for simulation experiments and LabVIEW for visualizing actual equipment are the most common environments in which the experiments are realized. However the diverse nature of the lectures and laboratory courses in each institution, often requires custom-build software. Java technology offers flexibility and ease of use for developing such software and is mostly preferred. When it comes to choosing the appropriate software to build virtual instrumentation, various criteria may be considered always according to the final goal [11]. The chosen software should allow to test individual modules easily and to develop applications quickly. It should enable the designers to work on separate parts and compile them on one platform. It should also allow incorporating with previous applications, and also with the previous versions of the software. It should be able to gather data from different interface hardware. The designer should be able to build libraries of low level routines to link them in higher level systems. It should also have advanced debugging features, to optimize product design and to determine a defect in the code. Executables should be provided to avoid alteration, to hide the code or to create standalone applications. Add-on packets should be provided to indicate the market acceptance of the product and speed the development. The end product should also meet the required performance. It should have an intuitive graphical user interface that enables a user to look at it and see what needs to be done. Finally it should have multimedia capabilities for future development.

2.1 LabVIEW

National Instruments’ LabVIEW is the most frequently chosen software package because of its overall flexibility as an engineering tool [12]. This platform and development environment uses a dataflow programming language called G, which allows developers to create their own virtual instrument in a flexible, modular and economical way. Execution is determined by the structure of a graphical block diagram on which the programmer connects different function-nodes by drawing wires. These wires propagate variables and any node can execute as soon as all its input data becomes available. Most of the criteria mentioned above are reflected on this platform. LabVIEW supports extensively the access to instrumentation hardware. In terms of performance, it includes a compiler that produces native code for the CPU platform. The graphical code is translated into executable machine code by interpreting the syntax and by compilation. The fully object-oriented character of LabVIEW code allows code reuse without modifications. The LabVIEW Professional Development System allows creating stand-alone executables and the resultant executable can be distributed an unlimited number of times. The run-time engine and its libraries can be provided freely along with the executable. The nature of the G code is platform independent, making it portable between the different LabVIEW systems for different operating systems. Applications in the LabVIEW environment cover a wide range of engineering solutions varying from space technology to nuclear power area. According to the market and the users LabVIEW seems to be the primary choice in designing control and analysis solutions.

In a 3-tier architecture in [13] the LabVIEW environment is installed in a computer called Measurement Server which enables the interaction with one or more instruments. It is physically connected to a set of different electronic measurement instruments through an interface card. In the specific implementation each Measurement Server is connected to a single Laboratory Server, the only computer connected to the internet, in that way consisting a secure LAN.

In [14] the LabVIEW embedded dynamic web server that allows publishing and making available, through a web connection, the Virtual Instrument front panel in a straightforward way, is exploited in order to implement dynamic web pages so that the student can read the instruments and operate the devices according to each experiment. The same feature is also exploited in [15].

In [16] LabVIEW is used as a data visualization solution for Digital Signal Processor – 2 (DSP-2) systems. A LabVIEW toolkit was developed in order to serve on-the-fly data visualization and parameter tuning for the DSP-2 control systems. Functions for VI initialization, transmitting and receiving messages
and other low-level routines were implemented inside. LabVIEW’s built-in Web Publishing Tool is also used for publishing Virtual Instruments on the web.

2.2 Based on Simulation-based platforms (Matlab/Omnet/NS2)

NS or the network simulator is a discrete event network simulator [17]. It is popular in academia for its extensibility (due to its open source model) and plentiful online documentation. NS is popularly used in the simulation of routing and multicast protocols, among others, and is heavily used in ad-hoc research. NS supports an array of popular network protocols, offering simulation results for wired and wireless networks alike. It can be also used as limited functionality network emulator. NS is licensed for use under version 2 of the GNU General Public License. Built in C++, NS provides a simulation interface through an object oriented dialect of Tcl, called OTcl. The user describes a network topology by writing OTcl scripts, and then the main ns program simulates that topology with specified parameters.

OMNeT++ is a discrete event simulation environment [18]. Its primary application area is the simulation of communication networks, but because of its generic and flexible architecture, it is successfully used in other areas like the simulation of complex IT systems, queuing networks or hardware architectures as well. OMNeT++ provides a component architecture for models. Components (modules) are programmed in C++, then assembled into larger components and models using a high-level language (NED). Reusability of models comes for free. OMNeT++ has extensive GUI support, and due to its modular architecture, the simulation kernel (and models) can be embedded easily into your applications. Although OMNeT++ is not a network simulator itself, it is currently gaining widespread popularity as a network simulation platform in the scientific community as well as in industrial settings, and building up a large user community.

MATLAB is a numerical computing environment and programming language [19]. Created by The MathWorks. MATLAB allows easy matrix manipulation, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs in other languages. Although it specializes in numerical computing, an optional toolbox interfaces with the Maple symbolic engine, allowing it to be part of a full computer algebra system.

Simulink, developed by The MathWorks, is a tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing multidomain dynamic systems [20]. Its primary interface is a graphical block diagramming tool and a customizable set of block libraries. It offers tight integration with the rest of the MATLAB environment and both drive MATLAB or be scripted from it. Simulink is widely used in control theory and digital signal processing for multidomain simulation and design.

Matlab and Simulink is used by many researches as a development tool for simulations and real applications and is generally preferred for several reasons. Along with the necessary toolboxes they constitute a reliable, well known platform with a lot of technical support, commonly used in teaching control courses. Also the time needed to obtain the prototype and in the development is less than the time needed with other tools and platforms. Finally it provides tools for remote execution of programs, and for real-time execution on a physical system, through a data system acquisition, using a specific control algorithm.

In [21] users can reserve processes in available time slots, design their control algorithms within the Matlab/Simulink software environment and connect to some real processes. The use of Simulink permits students to work with a user friendly software environment in most automatic control classes, allowing them to change on-the-fly control parameters and to visualize controlled system signals.

In [27] is presented a client/server architecture where the Automatic Control Telelab server is based on the Matlab/Simulink environment allowing the user to design her/his own controller. The user defined controller merges with a Simulink model representing a process. The Matlab Real-Time workshop routine converts the output model into a C source file, which is compiled to obtain executable code.

In [22] NS2 is used for analyzing TCP, UDP, Trinomial and TEAR protocols, a work that mainly focuses on the best design of Simple Network Transport Protocol, for programming a network of Robots remotely.

In [26] is presented an architecture that provides a client server distributed environment that facilitates effective sharing of resources. Three function groups are separated: control, execution, and storage of models and results, so that simulation hardware becomes accessible to a wider audience and hardware requirements are kept to a minimum. In the specific paper an OMNeT++ simulator is implemented that contains three software components each designed for a specified purpose.

Quite common is the simultaneous use of Matlab/Simulink and LabVIEW. In [23] a DSP-2 learning module based system is based on the particular pair. MATLAB and Simulink along with Real-Time Workshop are used for control algorithm development, simulation, offline analysis and rapid executable code generation, while the LABVIEW virtual instrument is automatically generated during the binary code generation process, from Simulink model, where the user front end of created VI depends on
special DSP-2 blocks used in the Simulink mode. Using Remote Panels (LabVIEW add-on toolkit), generated VI’s can be easily viewed and controlled over the Internet. LabVIEW VI’s can be published on the Internet with no additional programming and can be remotely observed or controlled by using only the standard web browser.

### 2.3 Platform Independent

While mostly used, LabVIEW is not the only solution for instrument modeling. Several other applications have been introduced in order to provide the access to real instruments and real test benches. However the quick evolution of the computer and communication systems in the last few years has made them obsolete in the following key points: implementation cost, maintenance cost, security, flexibility, portability and communication burden. Java technology provides platform independence, high level of portability, flexibility and it has specifically been developed for the implementation of secure distributed systems. Java (RMI/CORBA) and the Java Native Interface (JNI) is usually preferred for a client-server solution that realizes remote experiments in an even more economical way. Java is a free platform while LabVIEW is not.

In [24] students with a Java Runtime Environment installed browser, connect to a Web Server and download the client software as Java Applets and start them. Due to the modular structure of the system, extensions with new features are easy to implement. The server hardware includes a video capture card and a sound card for video and audio transmission. The real-time controller of the experiment is implemented on a different computer hardware with real-time operating system.

In [25] JNI has been exploited in order to interface developed Java classes to the low level drivers of the remote labs instruments and boards. The server is equipped with the right boards in order to control instruments through an IEEE 488 interface.

### 3 Fields of applications

Remote experiments and their applications fall into the engineering domain so in order to distinguish them, more detailed engineering principles need to be identified.

#### 3.1 Electrical and Electronics Engineering

In [13] the developed experiment is designed for the courses and lectures regarding electromagnetism and magnetic measurement topics. [14] shows how experimental approaches to an electrical measurement subject can be approached in a modern, multimedia way. The remote test bench presented a characterization of a three-wire, three phase load as a significant example.

The use of an Internet-based laboratory facility for offering a digital electronics laboratory course along with an integrated evaluation process was presented in [15].

A remote didactic laboratory for electrical measurements of the Politecnico di Milano was presented in [25].

#### 3.2 Control Laboratories

In [21], ARTIST laboratory was designed to provide an efficient remote and distributed control laboratory.

In [28], a Web-based learning framework, which addresses students and learners of control engineering, is presented.

Another laboratory for control experiments is described in [29]. This paper provides an approach for the development of remote labs using Java, LabVIEW and eMersion.

#### 3.3 Mechanical Engineering

In [30] a thermal science laboratory is converted to an electronic equipped laboratory using LabVIEW.

In [31] a comprehensive virtual instrument developed with LabVIEW was used for measuring thermal conductivity of a non-Newtonian fluid.

#### 3.4 Physics or Chemical Engineering

Applying LabVIEW in chemistry and physics laboratories was reported in [32].

An extensive presentation of remote laboratories in physics is done in [33].

#### 3.5 Network Security

In [33] a design and implementation of an Intrusion Detection System Virtual Laboratory (IDSVL) is made with Java in order to aid learners in understanding and mastering structure and theory of Intrusion Detection Systems.

### 4 Conclusions

The way information is transmitted over the world is constantly changing along with the means of transferring knowledge from the teacher to the learner. New methods and teaching means are continuously emerging in a technologically evolving environment. Computers tend to play a more significant role in the teaching process providing (arguably) quality services with considerable cost reductions, especially in the area of engineering education. From most of the referenced papers it is clearly shown that in engineering courses, the traditional laboratory classes can be replaced totally with simulated or remote laboratories.
The new simulated or remote laboratories are expected to equally provide quality experiences to students from increasingly diverse backgrounds. However, a good course material requires additional designing, teaching and organizational skills utilizing computer capabilities under the principles of engineering. The selection of the environment that meets the demands of each engineering course is a critical point to the development of the application, some aspects of which are presented in the first part of this paper. And even the use of the right environment and equipment does not guarantee a problem free system. The proper techniques and methodology should be applied in parallel.

The changing nature of engineering courses requires frequent alterations to the course material in order to keep the lessons up to date. This process requires a flexible software that is able to both adjust to the new technologies and provide the ability to renew its services.

Although the initial cost of setting up the laboratories is high, if the right technology is selected then improvements can be achieved with minimal cost. Partnership with other universities or organizations can reduce the costs in the case of initially expensive equipment or expansion of existing equipment due to additional needs.
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